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FO~'0RD

It \vas afkr leaming of (hI; impact of a similar m~eting in the CTh"IMYT outh
American R gional {aize Program. that we agreed in also holding J Regional 1aize
R~search Planning and Coordination I\1eeting. In such meetings an eftlcient coUaboration
can he decided between nalional programs from countries with similar research problems
increasing the efficiency in utilizing [maneial and hun an resources in solving "orrunon
problems. The meeting was di tided in 3 Sessions. each followed by a plenary to agr ed on
what was d tCffilincd by various groups in eaeh Session. Such Sessions \vere: 1.
Identification and prioritization of problems a1Tecting maize production in the I cgion: ll.
Comparativ •dvantage of institutions. indi\idual and Ii ting f rc<;ources required for
s lving those problems: and ill. Assignment of responsibilities and identifIcation of
reo ources for implementation of the projects.

11 was encouraging to have the presence and enthusiasm of 34 participants from 7
strong ARS, in th Region. private sectOl', and int mariona! rganizations inyolved in
this IVfeeting. Our appreciation to Dr. Rachain Thirapom, Coordinator of I\faize Program
of hasetsal1 University and tail at the Inseechandrastitya Institute for Crops Research and
Development (Faffil Suwan) for making these facilities available to hold this meeting. The
results of our deliberations (included in lh se Proceedings), will undoubtedly be positive. It
will be up to all of us in the Region to execute our decisions and show the results that can
be accomplished when \\ie ",..ork together to solve;: conunon probl ms.
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WELCOME ADDRESS

Rachain Thirapom
Inseechandrastitya lnst. for Crop Res. and Dl;velopment,

Kasetsart Univ. Bangkols ThaiJand.

Drs. Shivaji Pandey, Carlos De Leon, James Lothrop, Narong Chomchalow and Friends
on Maize Research:

1, on behalf of Kasetsart University, would like to express my appreciation to
CIMNfYT for having utilized Suwan Fann for a rei vant meeting among maize scientists in
the Region and invited me to give the welcoming address.

For several years, the Asian countries have had the highest rate of increase in maize
production in the world. This has been due to the increasing demand of the grain for feed,
food, and industrial purposes.

However, it has been reported that some countries have progressed faster, whereas
some have shown slow growth for maize production as well as productivity. There are
seVi ral constraints affecting maize production in our region, involving abiotic factors such
as drought stress, nitrogen deficiency, acid soil with aluminum toxicity, and biotic stresses
comprised of diseases, insects and weed damage.

On the Thai side, Kasetsart University has caJried out an integrated research
composed of breeding and biotechnology, farm input management, utilization, seed
production and seed technology, conomics and marketing, training and extension. Results
of our research are for public use not only in Asia, but also in Africa and South America.

Distinguished guests, as we have known, CIMMYT with a global mandate to assist
national maize programs throughout the developing world emphasizes three major
activities, namely, germplasm improvement, crop production research, and training. Each
of these activities is closely related and complementary to the other. The meeting for
planning and coordinating which is now organized by CIMMYT for the next 3 days, will
give the different participating countries the opportunity to discuss, share their experiences,
and strengthen the cooperation and exchanges already xisting within the framework of
regional program. I, personally believe that the :final results of the discussions can
effectively improve maize production.

Finally I wish all of you to have a successful time in fulfilling the goal and aims of
these sessions. On behalf of Kasetsart University, I welcome you all to this meeting and
express my sincere wishes on the productive deliberations.

Thank you.
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Th1PORTANT PROBLEMS OF MAIZE PRODVCTIO IN GlJIZHOlT.

Chen Zehui
Guizhou Acad, Agric. Sci. Guiyang, Guizhou, P. R. China,

In Guizhou. total maize production ranks the third after wheat and ri e.. Maize has
been moslly used for human consumption and feed for livestock. Maize area of Guizhou
occupie 0.6 m ha (2.8°6 of China's maize area) and production is 1.8 m ton (1.8% of
China s maize produl,;tion).

Guizholl is located in a low latitude high plateau of hill:- land. The maize area of
the province is large. but it has low productivity (mean yield of only 3.0 liha,in compari on
with 4.6 Liha in China). The main reasons for the low yields are:

1. Low percentage of hybrid use

Hybrids are grown in 80% of the tolal malze growing area in China, but in
Guizhou. only 43~o of the area is covered with hybrids. Th major reason of low
percentage of maize hybrids is the la k of WtlU adapted hybrid varieties.

2. High percl'nlage of poor soils

Fertile soil and fertilizers applied are the best ways to achieve better yield and
economic return. In Guizhou. fertile "oils are in only approximately 150/0 of the total area.,
while poor hilly, eroded land, willi soils depIcted of organic nutter are in about 85?o of the
province. The soils are shallow. lacking nitrogen. phosphorus, with low water holding
capacity and low fertilizer use. In many of the poorest places, chemical fertilizers are
unavailable or expensive. These areas could benefit if varieties with improved tolerance to
low fertility were available.

3. Drought

In Guizhou, all IIL1ize is planted under rainfed conditions. The eifect of dales of
raining on maize production is . triking. i\lthoUgh rainfaU is enough to grow a crop of
maize, drought occurs in all the province. and causes severe d4mage to maize. This is a
major reason for the yield fluctuation observed in maize. Two types of drought are
characterized by the time th y occur. The rainy season starts eal'Iy in the East and late in
the West, which shows that pring drought happens in the West in 'March and April hich
is the time of planting. Fanners have to extend the planting time and this will affect mai7e
yields. Summer drought occur .in the East, at silking and grain filling stages. Summer
drought causes heavy damage to maize. From 1985 to 1990, there were summer droughts
in 1985, 1988,1989 and 1990. The yield dectin d by 0.41-0.6'+t/ha in the East. It is now
recorded that every 2 years there is a serious swnmer drought.
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ording to the above, drought and low fertility are two important con'tfaints
affecting maize produ tion in Guizhou. Guizhou is the poorest province in China and
most maize is grown in hilly eroded land, conditions that makes it v ry difficult to improve
soil fertility and inigation. Farmers can not afford th use of fertiliLer. Hence, it ~ very
important to develop tolerance hybrids which are more productive under low fertility or
drought conditions whil maintaining high yield level· , hen under adequat conditions.

There are 9 experienced maize scientist· (including maiz breeders, plant
physiologists, pathologists and agronomist ) in the Maize rogram of Guizhou Academy of
Agricultural Sciences, operating in a maize testing network around the province (20 testing
sites, including several drought or low fertility testing sites).

We have been testing hybrids produced in ).Jorth China, thousands of local maize
varieties and CIMNfYT materials in drought and low fertility conditions, :md developed
inbred lines from tolerant varieties. The faize Program has d ~velopcd 3 hyblids which
perform well in drought or low fertility conditions. In the next several years, the program
will continue to develop inbred lines from tolerant materials, for example, Dahuang,
Rehung, Across 8328 BN, DTPS and others.

Although we have devel ped inbred lines and hybrid' tolerant to either drought or
low fertility onditions, \ e still need more help from C~L\1YT FAG and other national
maiz programs to develop hybrids that are more productive under low fertility or drought..
while retaining high yield under adequate conditions.

Problem Area Yield Type of problem Suggested solutions

prioritized affected reduction 1. Breeding
('000 ha) (%) 2. Agron my

3. Policy
4. Seed product
5. Other

Drought and low 600 30 Breeding Develop tolerance

fertility condition Agronomy hybrids
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PRIORITIES OF 1VIAIZE PROGRAM IN YUNNAN PROVINCE.

Chen Zong Long.
Yunnan Acad. Agric. ci. Kwuning, Yunnan, P. R. China.

Maize is a staple crop with a great expanding potential in Yunnan province, China.
During the early 90's the total production of maize has increased up to 3.0 m ton a year.
A total of 3.2 m ton of maize grain are consumed per year. Based on a prediction that
increases of swine and poultry industries as wen as human uses, the requirement of maize
will most likely jump to 4.5-5.0 m ton a year by the end of this Century.

YWUlan province is located in the subtropical and temperate high plateau. In
general the climate of this low latitude plateau favours the high yields of maize. After the
record yield of 18.2 t/ha in 1990, a farmer from Yuxi County established a new record of
19.26 tlha in 1993. Nevertheless it is the diverse maize production plateau that makes the
production a variable complex. In the basin and plain area, maize cultivation covered 130
000 ha, with maize yields of 6 tIha and above; .in the hilly area there are 350 000 ha, with
the remaining 530 000 ha of marginal land producing below 2 tlha.

The main constraints to maize production in Yunnan can be categorized into three
groups as follows:

1. Abiotic: Low fertility soils, drought and cold injwy. In the hilly and mountainous
areas, the red soils are vel)' shallow and addie, with low fertility which restrict maize
yields. Contour ploughing, intercropping maize with green manure or other legumes which
can prevent the loss of water, avoid soil erosion and improve soil fertility. At present,
hybrids have hardly been adopted in these areas.. Spring drought at planting time and late
summer drought affecting at silking stage also decrease maize yield by ] 0-40% a year in
the central part of Yunnan. Maize transplanting andlor plastic mulching are efficient
techniques to tackle this problem.

2. Biotic: Development of resistance to diseases and various insect pests, are two main
objectives of our program. In recent years, the turcicum leaf blight to some extent has
been controUed by means of an integrated project. However, maize ear rot seems to be the
most important disease in the subtropical and tropical maize areas. Its incidence bas
increased to 20-30% with a yield los of 10-20%.

Cutwonn (Agrotis ipsilon) and com borer (Pyrausta nubi/alis) are the main insect
pests of maize in Yunnan province. The pests, poor crop stand with yield Joss ranging
between 5 to 30%. In Yunnan no insecticides are used. An insect resistance breeding
project would be the answer to solve these problems.

3. Socio-economic: The new technology is still too difficult to be accepted by the farmers
in the marginal areas where there is less developed in both economy and education. In
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spite of this, the provincial government has paid a subsidy of 150 m Yuan per year for the
production of agrocbemicals, its transportation and distribution. However, fanners in those
areas hardly use any chemicals.

Concerning the demographic in rea es and industrialization in rural conununities, in
1992 the Chinese government launched a \ 3H" campaign in agriculture. These sum.d for
high yield, high quality and high efficiency, to transform the traditional agriculture into a
market-oriented agriculture. As previo\l.';ry mentioned, maize production in Yunnan
province has already been directed towards the development of feed and food industries.
The main targets of our maize program are to raise maize yields to 4.5 t/ha and the total
production to 4.5-5.0 m ton by the year 2000.

Therefore, the research priorities of maize program m Yunnan provmce are
considered as follows:

A. Hybrid breeding:

a. Inlroduction of subtropical and tropical germplasm into existing high yielding
material This will facilitate the selection of high yielding ubtropical and tropically adapted
hybrids.

b. Improvement of hybrids tolerant 10 abiotic and biotic stresses. More efforts
should be directed towards the selection of drought and/or low fertility tolerances, ear rot
and com borer resistance.

c. QPM hybrid breeding. The improvement of high yielding gtmnplasm should be
emphasized. These may replace the normal hybrids already adopted in Yunnan maize
production.

B. Population improvement:

a. Select on the traits of high quality protein and tolerance to low fertility required
in marginal areas.

b. Generate germplasm with new valuable characters for hybrid program.

C. Improvement of maize based cropping systems:

a. Develop and extend "3H" multiple cropping systems on a su tamable basis.

b.. Develop a package of technology by improving the production efficiency both
economically and ecologically (e.g. resources used efficiently).

Asian countries with tropical sod subtropical conditions are aU part of the Third
World, even though we are nmning at different developing levels. Thus, we are facing



more or less the same problems in maize production and several experiences developed in
this region could be shared. Obviously, a collaborative maize research network in this
region could increase our maize production and assist in developing our industries as to
bring,the required increase in income in the rural areas of this highly populated part of the
world.

In this context, CIMMYT has already been playing and could continue to play an
active and positive role. Firstly, CIl\fMYT could coordinate a range of cooperative
projects where Asian and CIMrvlYT scientists are actually involved. Secondly, CllVfMYT
could help to bridge between Asian participants and other international research institutions
and foundations 10 get more scientific and/or financial resources.

To conclude, the maize program in Yunnan would like to be involved in a regional
network, and to contribute as an active participant.

14



Problem
prioritzed

Area
affected

('000 ha)

ield
reduction (%)

Type of problem
1. Breeding
2. Agronomy
3. Policy
4. Seed product
5. Other

Suggested solutions

Low fertility 700 More than 38 Breeding - breeding for tolerance
Agronomy to low fertility

- Improve farming systems
- increase chemical ferti-

lizers

Drought 400 10-40 Breeding - breedmg for drought
Agronomy t lerance

- transplanting
- plastic mulching,

fanning systems

Ear rot 200 10-30 Breeding - breeding for ear rot
Agronomy resistance

- improve harvest and
storage technologies

Cutworm and 70-100 5-33 Breeding - breeding for insect

com borer Agronomy resIstance
- chemical control

Seed supply of 30 5-10 Seed product - new technology of seed

low quality production
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STRENGTHENING OF COMPOSITE BREEDING PROGRAM.

B. D. Agrawal
ProAgro Seed Co. Bangalore, K.amataka, India.

Background information

Uttar Pradesh (UP), Bihar, ~asthan and Madhya Pradesh are the most important
maize growing states in India accounting for 60% of the total area planted to maize.
Fanners plant early maturing open pollinated varieties (OPVs) to minimize the risk from
initial drought/terminal drought/flooding/poor drainage at post flowering stage. Use of
hybrids in these states is negligible except in Bihar during winter season.

Maize cultivation in important maize growing stages is concentrated in four major
belts:

Belt I
Belt II
Beltm
Belt IV

Western u.P, Punjab
Eastern u.P, North Bihar
Hills ofU.P, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir.
Tribal regions of Rajasthan, Gujarat and l\1adya Pradesh.

BELT I: Varietal requirement: medium maturity (85-90 days), yellow grain; irrigation
available; level of management, high; purchasing power, good; major diseases: brov..n
stripe downy mild w (BSDM) and fusarium stalk rot; present yield level, 2 Vh.a; risk factor
is low; potential 1 m ha.

BELT IT: Varietal requirement: early maturity (75-85 days), yellow/white grain; rainfed;
low level of management; purchasing power poor; major diseases: BSDM and maydis leaf
blight (W.B); risk factor is high due to flooding; yield level 1 t1ha; potential 1 m ha.

BE T ITI: Varietal requirement: medium maturity; yellow grain; raIDfed, good drainage;
major diseases are turcicum leaf blight (TLB), bacterial talk rot· medium management;
purchasing power, poor; yield leve~ 2 t/ha; risk factor, medium; potential 0.6 m ha.

BELT IV: Varietal requirement: early to medium maturity (80-90 days); yellow or white
grain; rainfed, good drainage; major diseases: BSDM, TLB and MLB; level of
management, medium; purchasing power, poor; lisk factor, medium (drought); yield level
1-1.5 t1ha; potential 1 m ha'

Thus the varietal requirement for the above fOUf regions can be grouped into two:
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Group A:

GroupB:

- - - ----------------------

Early matwity (75-85 days)' yellow or white grain; present yield level
1·1.5 tlha.

Nledium maturity (85-90 days with 95-100 days in the hills depending
upon altitude); yellow or white grain; present yield leve~ 2 tlha.

Taking into consideration the present yield leve~ high risk factor, low level of
management, poor pur hasing power, cost of hybrid seed and insignificant yield advantage
of hybrids over OPVs at low productivity leveL calls for development and promotion of
composite varieties for these maize growing areas.

This subject was discussed in detail in a group meeting called by the Project
Director on February 17, 1994 at Hyderabad, AP, under the Chainnanship of Dr. NIangala
Rai, ADG, leAR. At su h meeting, it was concluded:

1. Major emphasis is to be given to the development of early maturing OPVs for the high
risk low productive maize areas

2. Development of OPVs tolerant to stress environments, including drought, temporary
waterlo~~ etc.

3. Strengthening of one or more locations for identification of stres parameters to be used
during selection.

4. Multilocation testing of progenies/families for identification of ·table genotypes under
stress environments.

Proposed breeding activities:

1. Identification of ·tress locations.

2. Identification of early populations already available in the program to be used as base
populations both in yenow and white groups.

3. Improvement of base populations through recurrent selection (half sib, full sib, 81).

4. Multilocation testing ofprogenies.

5. Reconstitution of base populations from elite progenies.

6. Development and evaluation of experimental varieties from each cycle of recurrent
selection.

17



SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS LThflTING MAIZE PRODUCTION IN INDIA

R. R. Deshpande
MAHYCO. J_ Maharashtra, India.

1. Use of early suitable conventional single cross hybrids.

2. As per environment, hybrids may be identified.

3. Erratic monsoon in India is the main problem.

4. Development of hybrid resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses is a must.

5. Intensivellow management.

6. Best remunerative price for commercial product with positive response from govern
ment support.

1. For continuous demand for hybrid maize government should give support price.

8. Agronomy of maize vary from region to region; example - sowing, dibbling, drilling,
broadcasting. agronomy/management technology needs to be taught as it varies from
region to region. Integrated pest management should help in increasing the produc
tivity.

A. Ifsources and technology are available and its is very well transferred to
fanners through different medias maize production is easier.

B. High yielding inbred lines should be used this will encOlrrage the fanners
and attract them to be involved in seed production programs.

9. Easy for production.

IMPORTANT MAIZE DISEASES IN INDIA

1. TurcicumleafbJight (TLB) HeJminthosporlum /Urcicum
2. Maydis leaf blight (Mll3)Helminthosporium maydis
3. Sorghum downy mildew (SDM) Peronosclerospora sorghi
4. Banded leaf sheath blight (BLSB)Rhizoctonia solan;
5. Brown stripe downy mildew (BSDM) Sclerophthora rayssiae var zeae
6. Erwinia stalk Tot (ESR) Erwinia chrysanthemii
7. Charcoal rot (C.ROT) Macrophomina phaseolina
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COLLABORATIVE CIMMYT-NATIONAL PROGRAM AND
INTER-REGIONAL RESEARCR

A. S. Khehra
Punjab Agric. Univ. Ludhiana 141004, India.

In view of carce resources
for agricultural

research, there is a need to analyze
research priorities and strategies and accordingly pool and redeploy the resources. Some
points regarding collaborative research among different countries and between various
countries and CIMMYT are discussed below:

]. Defining breeding goals

Population improvement is veIY important for gennplasm management and
development of open-pollinated cultivars. Our experiences with population improvement
during 1970's and 1980's have been very satisiYing. It is, however, expected on the basis
of theoretical considerations and supported by the experiences of developed world and
China, that hybrid breeding approach is more rewarding, and the ultimate objective should
be single cross hybrids. Cl!vfMYT and national programs of relatively developed countries
should reorient their collaborative research programs a.ccordingly. Hybrids (single crosses,
top crosses) should be developed and tested on the pattern of Intemational Progeny Testing
Trials (IPTTs). However, CIMMYT should also continue with population improvement
for development of source-geIIIlplasm and open pollinated cultivars for the nations lacking
well developed breeding program and seed industry.

2. Identifying and making use of key centers

We should identifY the research centers having better trained personnel and
relatively enough finances and use them as key centers. The past track record and utility in
relation to the adjoining maize growing areas hould be important criteria while identifying
these centers.

These centers should be used as front line centers and involved in the development
and evaluation of inbred lines and evaluation of experimental hybrids. The materials
identified to be promising by the key centers should be distributed to other centers
lhroughout the region. The objective of identifying key centers .is to get precise and useful
evaluation of the gennplasm with minimum resources. These key centers may also be used
to train the personnel for faculty upgradation of other centers.

3. Ensuring genetic diversity and high yield potentiaJ

The parents of hybrids must be genetically diverse so as to maximize heterosis and
grain yield. The crosses between indigenously-developed lines and CllvfivlYT lines are
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expected to penonn better than crosses within the group of CIM:MYT lines or within India
generously-developed lines. Fw1her, inbred lines developed at various research centers get
selected for adaptation to prevalent stresses. Their use ensures stress tolerance in the
hybrids. We should jointly identify promising lines in various regions and appropriate
Cl1vfivIYT lines. The responsibility of developing their hybrids may be entrusted to the
CIM:MYT-Asian Regional Maize Program or key center{s).

4. Identifying hot spots

We should identify hot-spots for various diseases and pests (as done incase of
downy mildew in 1l1ailand use these hot-spots to grow early and advance generation inbred
lines. These hot-spots may be same as key centers or different, but these must either have
adequate scientific personnel and financial resources or should be strengthened.

5. Intensifying breeding of second cycle lines

Most of the centers have not so far under taken second-cycle line derivation in right
eamest. This area needs joint attention. The lines which show a few defects (particularly
susceptibility to disease and pests of local importance) but are otherwise desirable should
get special attention. Further, special emphasis needs to be laid on standability so that the
hybrids of second-cycle lines are management responsive.

6. Concentrated efforts on the popularization of hybrids

We should identify small regions to undertake Pilot Projects on the demonstration
of high yield potential of single cross hybrids and popularization of their seed production
technology. For example in India, district or smaller unit having progressive farmers,
fertile, well drained soil, irrigation etc. should be selected All out efforts should be made
to popularize single crosses during main (monsoon) season in these pockets so as to
convince the fanners and policy makers of the yield potential of new single crosses.
CIMMYT should participate in it on the pattern of On-Fann Research.

7. Transferring seed production technology to the farmers

Once the fanners are convinced of superiority of single cross hybrids, they should
be given training in hybrid seed production technology and seed of parental lines, and
encouraged to produce seed for their own and neighbors needs. Our region differs from
the western countries with respect to farm economy, availability of labor, and climate.
Under our situation, the fanners can easily grow seed production pLot in a time isolation.
This is one way that public sector can compete with the private sector for the benefit of
fanners and mankind.
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8. Data management system

CIMMYT has got developed Agriculture Data Management (ADAM:) system. It
hauld encourage the use of ADAM: by the national programs and train the national

programs scientists for this.

9. Inter-Asian trials

CIrv.lMYT should stan Inter-Asian Trials on promising gennplasm comprising
hybrids and composites (Inter-Asian Trials were conducted during the 70's). Alternatively,
CThtfMYT should collaborate with FAO to strengthen the Asian Maize Hybrid Trial.
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PROBLEMS, PROSPECTS AND PRIORITY AREAS OF MAIZE RESEARCH
IN ASIA WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO TROPICAL INDIA.

S. J. Patil
Univ. of Agric. Sci. Dharwad, Kamataka, India.

Science and technology play an important role in modem agriculture, providing and
improving the basic knowledge needed to cany out fanning practices, to produce high
quality food and to control diseases and pests of plants and animals. The pressure to
produce more food from a shrinking area of land and competitive prices, encourage the
search for new production systems designed to use financial resources as efficiently as
possible.

In the southern states of India, the maize yield levels are high due to obvious
reasons viz., use of hybrids, and most favorable soils and climatic conditions. A successful
maize crop can be grown throughout the year. The faffiler knows the crop as a hybrid
maize crop and do not grow open pollinated varieties. All the product is sold in the market
for various purposes other than used as humand food. Some of these factors make maize
as the most potential future crop in the region. Following are the few priority areas of
research needed in the region.

1. TropicaJizatioD oftbe potentiaJ temperate germplasm

The highest yields of maize have been obtained in temperate regions with almost up
to 25 tIha. This potential gennplasm puts up more vegetative growth and becomes
susceptible to most foliar diseases in tropics. Hence, there is a strong need for
tropicalization of elite gennplasm from the temperate regions.

2. Achieving maximum yield potential

Drawing up the production specifications for achieving maximum potential yield
may:

• Reveal areas of ignorance.
• Stimulate new ideas and experimentation.

• Suggest priorities for research and development.
• Provide valuable stimulus for collaboration.
• Reveal inadequacies of some ad hoc experimentation.

In highly productive environments, the progressive fanners are ready to invest and
achieve maximwn yields. So, they require a highly responsive genotype for their highly
efficient management.
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3. eed for blue print technology

In Europe and USA, the blue prints are made for higher crop yields. The teon
'blue print' came from engineering. Engineers are successful today since lhey have a full
knowledge of the properties and the behavior of the materials they use. Their physical
knowledge and technology has now resulted in the blue prints that allow a man to fly to the
moon. Our failure to secure predicted yiel~s is because we do not properly understand the
physical and biological conditions th.1t govern tl\e crop growth. IBlue prints' are the best
basis for advice on intensive productive systems. key part in establishing blue prints for
maximwn yields is enlisting fanners who will try for the potential yields. The more
locations with the goal of maximum yields, the greater the probabilities of success. A
successful blue print which will consistently provide very high yield will:

i. provide a target and act as stimulus to farmers and advisory to improve farm yields
ii. stimulate and suggests priorities for research and development, and

iii. help to reveal practical constraints to higher yields.

4. Interactions help maximize yields

A positive interaction often occurs when good practices are combined into a
complete production program. This simply means that the response from two practices
us d together is greater than the sum of responses to each separately. In a highly
developed agriculture, large increases in yield potential will mostly come from interaction
effects. Fanners must be ready to test all new advances that may increase yield potentials
o their crops and be prepared to try combiIlations of two or more practices.

The differences in crop growtl are mainly due to interactions of soil structure with
weather events, and their impact on soil water content, aeration, soil strength and nutrient
supply.

The need for a rational tillage concept in which frequency, depth and intensity of
tillage are reduced to specific demands of crop and soil. Soil structure must be consider d
as a risk factor. The more tillage flects have reduced the rootability of soil.

Under wet conditions, top soil compaction can be more detrimental to root and
crop growth (soil aeration). Under dry conditions severe soil compaction may be even
more delrimental since it restricts the downward root growth and reduce the water uptake.

Varieties of the same species differ in their abilities to extract nutrients from the
soil, as they do in their ability to translocate assimilates to the storage struetures. The
provision of water and nutrients together with anchoring the plant, can no longer be
regarded as the sole function of root systems. Honnones which they synthesize play an
essential part in the regulation of growth throughout the plant. This fact .is of considerable
practical relevance as injury caused by physical stress an be due to interference with
hom10nal mechani"lms. There.is another important concept of soil-root relationships.
Living roots modifY soil physical conditions.
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Temperature, anaerobiosis, water stress and mechanical impedance have direct
effect on yield. They have an interaction too. These factors are influenced by the pore
characteristics of the soil

The stability of adequate pores which pennit aeration, drainage and root
penetration is thus a major requirement for good root growth. The fanner can choose the
inputs from the specifications according to their cost and the value of the crop that he
expects.

Experimental results and practical experiments have shown that the important
factors in maite production are:

• Choice of the genotype
• Correct sowing time
• Proper and adequat~ tillage
• Proper plant population
• Weeds, pests and disease management
• Timely and adequate irrigation
• Proper and timely fertilizer application
• After care and cultivation

Key to suc ess is leaving nothing to chance.

It is essential for both researchers and fanners to et a substantial yield goal and
then leave nothing to chance. A check list for the soil and crop production practices with
frequent observations is essential. No compromises. With this approach, researchers will
be aware of problems that occur in a given year and which might be corrected the same or
the succeeding year.

5. Plant type concept for specific growing seasons

The winter season is more congenial for the maize crop since:

• There is least interference of rain which helps in better and timely cultivation, and
better fertiliz rand water-use-efficiency.

• Less weeds, pests and diseases,
• Clear sky with bright sunshine and mild temperatures.
• Better quality produce which fetches premium price to the farmer.

For such a favorable environment, plant type with the following characteristics are
desirabl .

• Better genninability under cold temperatures and good seedling vigour
• Greater light perception
• Greater standability
• Proper maturity (Intermediate)
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• High harvest index
• Heterotic hybrids WitJl w'ider adaptability, pests and Jisease re istance and high

response to management.

6. Use of A1.otobadel" atmospheric nitrogen fixation

The: inorganic nitrogen is becoming a s arce and costly commodity. i\.ny further
usage of such fertilizers ma~ be v ry uneconomical for maize cultivation. Other organic
manure,' may not supply the required mineral nutrients to a crop like maize. The
preliminary indications hav' shown th. I "·L:otobacfer in a )'1nbiotic 'ystem with maize. can
fLX adequate quantities of JlmOspcri~ nitogen. The advancement in Ihi.Ij direction j

essential. Some of the inter ropping systems with leguminous crops whi.;h fix nitrog n
through Rhi::obium have also shown some promise.

7. Development of genotypes for. pecific purposes

The u:age of maize produced during recent years has been diversified and il is
more so in south m India where maize i. not a staple l' ad I, r th farmer.. 2'\'105t the of
maize n.:du.:.cd is utilized i.n cattle and poultry feed. Maize oil i· a byproduct. Here. maize
is utilized in dry milling for ftni~hed products for human consumption, and in wet milling
for starch derivatives. Hence, then.; is need [or gcno1}"pes for :pe We produ tion targets.
which ultimately improves the production and the economic. f the crop.

g. Genotypes stole-rant to aflatoxin and development of post-harvest technologies to
handle the prod uce

A:tlaloxms are a major problem in wet humid areas where the harvested crop gets
caught in rains, cloudy weather. etc. Such produce will have poor quality. The levels of
aflatoxin' produced have not only caused serious problems for human consumption but
also has killed large number of livestock population. Stacking the grain for a couple of
days after the harvest is a conunon practice for the fanner. In these conditions, the level of
aflatoxins increases conside:rally. Henc~, there is an urgent need for a solution to this
problem.

9. Basic re.. earch in biotecbnology

This is a relatively new and recent field of leclLnology. ~fuch needs to be done in
Lhis direction. Exploitation of the somaclonal variations, cell and anther culture, generation
of haploids for obtaining true diploides as quick r methods to develop inbreds through
Wlderstanding of the genetic instability, transposable elements, eel.

}vfuch work bas been done in this regard with the American 1aydeae Le., teosintt:
and tripsacum genera. Much diversity among Asiatic Maydeae has been reported. Little
work has been done in case of the Calx genus. Reports of S hionachne, Scierachne
Trilobachne are available. A large number of collection have been made from Western
Ghats. A large number of policy series have also been reported in these genera. There is
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urgent need for a systematic collection, classification and evaluations of these genera
(Asiatic Maydeae). Finally, the hybridization work with maize can be taken up. The
potentialities may be known only after a thorough study of the wild available gennplasm.
Access to such a wild gelmplasm in the region is most advantageous.
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PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS OF MAIZE RESEARCH IN ASIA
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO INDIA AND ROLE OF

CIMMYT IN TIlE REGIO

. N. Singh
Directorate of Maize Res., JAR!. New De~ India.

Maize constitutes an important component in the agricultural front in most of the
Asian countries In this region, it is grown annually in an area of 39.1 m ha, out of which a
production of 126.3 mt is realized. The major countries in the region which contribute
substantially to the production kitty are: India in South Asia; Indonesia, Philippines and
Thailand in South-East Asia and China in East Asia. These five countries taken together
amount to 90 percent of the total production. This crop is of great significance by virtue of
its being a staple food for a majority of population, beside being crop par excellence for
industrial uses. In the last decade or so, there has been a great escalation in the demand for
value added products Like oil and starch.

Keeping in view the above facts, there is a greater need for co-operation between
national programs and CII\1MYT. Some of the priority areas where Cll\.1MYT can play an
important role are highlighted below:

1. As indicated earlier, South, South-East and East Asian countries contribute significantly
towards total maize production. However, existence of great diversity in ecosystem in the
region has an adverse effect on realization and stabilization of optimum yield levels. In
India alone a wide array of environmental conditions ranging from temperate to tropical
prevail. Realizing the importance of such environmental variations, suitable technologie
for achieving stable com production need to be developed. 1 am of the strong view that
CIM:MYT can play an important role in this direction. It would be desirable for CIMMYT
to take up responsibility of identifying mega environments for maize cultivation in the
region. Also, the levels of variabilities present in ecosystem be worked out. Some data in
this respect probably is already available with CIMMyi-AR1vIP and if need be some more
efforts bould be directed in this direction.

2. In the Himalayan region of mdia which comprises states like Jammu & Kashmir,
Sikkim, bills of West Bengal, Assam, Mizoram, Arunachal Pradesh, Tripura, Nagaland,
Manipw' and the adjoining countries, such as Bhutan and Nepal, maize is second important
crop as it fonns a staple diet of majority of the population. This region somehow or the
other has not drawn much of the attention in past with the result the yield levels attained
are far below from satisfactory though the area possesses a great potential for maize
cultivation. One of the important factors for lower yields i~ non-availability of seed of
improved cultivars in remote areas with the result even today local varieties are being
grown extensively. Cultivation of hybrids can offer a solution for this problem, but there
are several factors which come in their way. Firstly, the seed of the hybrids cannot reach
to the remote areas due to transportation problems. Secondly, fanners are not in a position
to replace their seed every year due to high cost of the seed plus transportation expenses. I
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feel tlut tlus problem can, up to certain extent, be solved by providing suitable composite
cultivars, so that, the fanners can retain eed from their own harvest for sub equent
plantings. Emphasis, th refore, should be laid on dt.."Veloping open pollinated composite
varietie suitable for these areas. As of today no ueh program is in effect. It thus,
become very necessary for CllvllvfYT to identify the potential re ear h centers in these
areas whil.h can take up responsibility and to strengthen them with suitable germplasm of
breeding materials .in thi region. Also, material' suitable for these areas may be provided
by IM1VflT for testing.

3. Another vilal activity, where CIM1v1YT's role in collaboration with national programs is
desired, is 10 identilY I.he important factors responsible for lower yields. These may be
both biotic and abiotic. Su h a collaboration activity in the fonn of ICAR-CUvllvf.YT
collaborative projects i in progress in India. Presently, there are Lhree ongoing projects for
biotic factors: turcicum leaf blight (11.B) and sorghum downy mildew. multiple pest
resistance and borer resistance. A significant headway in developing sorghum dOMly
mildew and TLB resistance has been made. Four populations have been developed which
a fairly high level of resist3n e to these diseases. In two other projects, there has been a
good start and in the years to come some good progress is expected which \\'111 be of value
not onl for Indian maize program but to Asia a Whole. Two more diseases - Rhizoctonia
leaf and sheath blight, and post-flowering stalk rots have been identified to be of economic
irnportan e in the:: Asian region. CllvlMYT ha agreed to formlililte collaborative proje~ts

for identifying host resistance with an aim 10 develop gene pools and to work out other
management strategies. These projects wouJd be formulated in early 1995.

4. Certain abiotic stres es like drought and excess water situations are also asso iated in
towering yield levels. We do have an ongoing project with CllvfIVfYT, Mexico on drought
tolerance. This activity has remained confined to the testing of genotypes. Our three
scientists were deputed to CIMMYT-Mexico to undergo an advance training on drought
breeding. Our experience has sh wn that the so alled drought tolerant materials supplied
by CIM:rvIYT have not remained so und r our conditions.

Therefore, it bee m s essential to intensifY this activity and work out suitable
parameters which can heJp identifIcation of drought tolt:rance germplasm. It may also
include devising sirnpk screening techniques in identitying such materials at various crop
growth stages i.e. at seedling, knee high, pre and post flowering stages, as drought
conditions may occur at any of these stages of plant growth. This program may be
strengthened with the help of CllvfMYT in the region..

5. Excess water is another abiotic factor which comes in way of uccessful maize
cultivation in many countries of Asia. A collaborative project on this aspect with CllvIMYT
was finalized for 1992·94. Due to certain reasons CIl\IllvIYT was unable to provide
upport for this activity. However, with limited resources, a modest start has been made in

India. I am happy to mention that data generated at one of our research stations
(Pantnagar) has indicated that genetic variability for this trait is present in maize materials.
1, therefore would like CIMMYT to activate this Collaborative Project along with the
integrated stress management sy tems to increase productivity.
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6. ...\nother way to enhance produ tn.ity can be by utilizing in the regionaLlruttional
breeding prograJ:ru) the inbred lines wid ly used in S, and Europ . S.in~e most of 'uch
lines are of temperate narure and are efficient in nitrogen use and partitioning of nutrients
to ear shoot, it would be ofgreat value 10 tropicalize such lines by exposing them in various
tropical environments. Contnbution ot CIMMYT in this directlOn can be of great value, as
lhey can help in identifYing suitable locationslcowltries for 'uch actiVIty. Also~

introgression of temperate materiabi inlo tropical gennplasm may be done and the level of
introgression may he assi. ted whkh can cater to the need of "inter maize and hilly regions.

7, CIMM)'T has initidted a strong hybrid program anll has released a number of inbred
lint:s. However, the testing and selection by Cll\ITh.lYT is restricted to few lo~ations only.
If CllvlM'YT feel proper, "ve can offer in India few sites for per e ev:\luation oJ lines and
also for their l.:ombining ability elc. right from e;lrly generatIOn testing, In other words,
India would like to a 'sociate with CUvTh1YT in evaluation 01 mbred line before they are
labilized and registered. This way, e can pro"ide an additional environment for

evaluation ofinbred lines.

8, There is a greal need to develop cultivar. with earliness specially for South ASia.
ITow·ver. early marurit) has been found ro bt: as: elated with lower grain yield, I think. it
is pas ibk to break this linkage a . has bec:n Jone m other food crop'. I would very much
appreciate if CIJ\.IY.ffT \..3n come torward by way of diver1mg som~ of its resource,' in
understanding Ihe genetics and physiology of earliness and I inve tigal the way. and
means to break such linkage: or at least reduce Lhe ad erse dIects of earliness on grain
yield,

9. There is a ne 'ct to develop cultivars with high nutritional valuL both lor food and fcetl
high oil and, larch and Lheir derivatives, AI. o. emphasis for developmenr of sweet. pop.
and baby wm should he taken up. C~ThIYT can as isl the national program by W,ty of
providing genotypes for such speciJic trait .

10, Under Cllvll'vfYT's exchange program. a number of scienh l<; from NAR.. in the:: Asian
region are visiting Cllv.ll\[YT h a Iquarter!ol and other regIOnal program<; to help them in
updating their knowledge and mcreasing their skills, 0 far. such i it. have been of
smaller durallOn. I feel that frequency and duration of such visits 'hould be increased, !'o
that their proficiency in carrying oUI r~search in their own counLrle IS accelerated. 1 would
also lik· to mention here (hat the 'cientists from (he region should be deputed to the
laboratories of e.' ellence in ,-,ountrics like U .'\ and pc:: 'ialists from such laboratorie' may
also Vlsil nanonal programs to provide their expertise.

11. Pa 1 studie have uggested that yldds as high as 27 tJha has been achieved in
temperate regions, It is attainable in tropi s, CrvnvlYT- -\R.NfP, ",ith the help of the:;
private sector may consid to put ..'ome additIOnal resources 10 investigate some of these
questions related Lo ph)" iological aspects of utilizing the maximum potential of maize in
lropics with special referenc.c: lO radiation and pholosynthesis. Fm' tlus, suitable
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university(ies) and post graduate students may be identified for providing suitable
assistance and contingencies to initiate this activity.

12. Collaborative studies on economic thresh hold injury by pests and diseases, durable
resistance. and integrated pesL management for developing appropriate production
technologies and limited inputs of chemical fertilizer and pesticides may be taken up in the
region.

13. I would be desirable if regular training programs on different aspects of maize
impro emcnt are organized in appropriate countries in the region by CIMMYT-ARMP.

14. Tropical Asian Maize Yetwork (TAMNET) initiated by FAO for testing of hybrids
and dissemination of technical information has been vel)' useful. CIlMMYT may actively
participate in this actn.1ty.

At the end, rwish to say that we can maximize the benefit through our closer
collaboration to be mutually supportive and efficient in our common goal to increase maize
production of India, Asia, and the world.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF l\lARIF.

~1arsum Dahbn
:\>Ialang Agric. R~s. Inst. for Food Crop . ~lalang, E. Java, Indonesia.

Introduction

Total maize area in Indonesia is about 3 m ha. The main areas where maize is
grown are East Java, Central Java, 'outh Sulawes~ Lampung, and East usatenggara.
Approximately 60°'0 of the com is grown in East and Central Java. The average yield is
2.1 tlha and it varies from les than 1 Lon to more than 5 l/hll. Many constraints contribule
to these low yield.

Maize is utilized for food, feed, and industry. The maize demand is continuouslv
inaeasing from year to year.

Biotic stresses

Insects: The mosl important insect'i arc shoottly (Alhengona exigua), Asian com
borer (Ostrinia fllrnacalis) ear \"\'onn (HeliothJs sp.). and anny wann (Spodoptera sp.).
Shootfly causes evere damage if maize is seeded late in the rainy season. Fanners hard.ly
apply insecticides to control insects. Grain weevil (Si(uphi!us =eamai:'» is .10 . nportant
insect in storage.

Disea~('s: The mosl important maize diseases are downy mildew (Peroncr
~clero:,pora maydis), rust (Pucdnia sorghi), leaf blight (Helminthosporium turcicum),
and banded leaf and sheath blight (Rhizoctonia sp.). Downy mildew becomes important
when farmers plant maize several time due of uncertain rainfall. Some local varietie are
susceptible to this disease and they become sources of inoculum. Under these conditions
the resistant variety ArjWla may show 20% infection. Rust and leaf blight occur mainly in
the rainy season on early maturing variehes. Sheath blight become important in areas
where farmers grow maize hybrid varieties. In general, the loss due to insects and diseases
is estimated at 22%.

Abiotic stresses

Drought. Most of the maize is grown in upland where the required moisture
depends on rainfall. Crop suffers from drought either in the early or late growth periods.
This condition causes a variation of grain yield between locations and seasons. High
yielding and stable varieties are needed under these erratic rainfal.l conditions.

Water logging. Maize planted after rice in rainted sawah (paddyland) frequently
suffers from excess water because of poor drainage.
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Acid soil and aluminum toxicity. AI. toxicity is an important constraint in newly
opened land. Much of the maize is grown outside Java in red yellow podzolic soil which
has low pH and At toxicity.

Current research activities

R~search has been conducted to overcome some of the above constraints of maize
production. New technologies have been developed including high yielding varieties,
improved cultural practices, and pest control.

arietal improvement. MARIF develops both hybrids and open pollinated
varieties. The program inClude ;

a. breeding for resistance to drought,
breeding tor early and extra early maturing varieties (75-90 days),

c. breeding fOT resistance to diseases (rust, leaf blight and sheath blight)
d. breeding for resistance to 'hootfly,
e. hreeding for prolific populatIOn,
f breeding for high grain yield.

In this progra~ orne CllvflvfYT populations are used as base population , such as
popuJations •..4, 16, 27, 28 and 31.

P st and disease ontrol. The research is emphasized on control of shootlly and
white grubs (P/~.,,'lJophaga, Holotricia, tc.) using pc ticides. To control sheath blight
fungIcides and sanit.ations are recommended.

Cultural practices. The research is arried out to find optimum levels of fertilizers
for specific agroecoJogies and methods of soil and moisture conservation, organic matter
and land preparation.

:Maize utilization. Research is earned oul to develop composite flours as to reduce
the amount of wheat flour in making cakes and cookies.

ExpeCf<jtions from CIM:MYT;

Cllv1MYT is expected to provide the elite materials, information, training and to
organize workshops. The elite geImplasm include:

i. Resistance to diseases: rust, leaf blight and sheath blight. (mainly for early
matwing varieties).

ii. Resistance to pests: corn borer, shootfly, grain weevil,

w. Resistance to drough AI toxicity, low nitrogen.
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IV. Good combining ability inbred lines for developing hybrid varietie .

Cllv~fYT t:an coordinate cooperative research among countries such as breeding
for di<;ea e. resistance, etc. CIM.MYT can offer training for specific topics to improve
cientific skills on maize improvement and production.

Indonesian contribution

1. Gennplasm exchange.

ii. Collaborate in research for specific purpo es (breeding for drought re istance,
breeding for disease and pests resistance, etc.).

l'roblem Area Yield Ty~ of problem Suggesled solutions

pnontized affected reduction 1 Breeding
x (-) :!. Agronomy

1000 ha 3. Policy
4. Seed prodUct
5. OLher

Drought 2000 20·30~o Breeding., Agronomy Breeding, soil con-
servation.

;"'latunty 1000 Breeding Breeding

Diseases
Down lTUldew 1500 <10°0 Breeding Breedmg
Rust 1500 <5°0 reeding Breeding

Leaftlllghr 1500 5°0 Breeding Breeding

Sheath blight 50 <5°0 Breedmg, Agronomy Breeding, chemical
control.

Pest.s
Com borer 100 <"'5°0 Breeding, Agronomy Breeding, chemical control.

hootfly :2000 <10°" Agr-onomy. Breeding Chemtcal control breeding.

Weevil <15°'0 Agronomy Breeding Chemical control. breeding.

..l,cidity oil Breeding, Agronomy Breeding, cultural pracnce.

Vater loggmg 10% Agronomy. Breedmg Cultural pracLice. breeding.

Weed Agronomy CheTnlc;ll control culnrral
practice.

.-\tlaloxm Breedulg, Agronomy Proper drying, breeding.

. ESllmalcd from vanetal trial
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MAIZE RESEARCH UNDER ACID SOILS IN INDONESIA.

Firdaus Kasim
Sukarami Res. lnst. for Food Crops. Sukarami, W. SllI'rultra, Indonesia.

Introduction.

Research activities an maize in Indonesia are mainly conducted by six research
institutes coordinated by the Central Research Institute for Food Crops (CRIFC) of the
Agency for AgricuJtural Research and Development (AARD). The National Maize
Program of AARD has gone through a major review identifYing constraints, and
establishing priorities. Maize productivity in Indonesia has been unstable. Many areas with
yield instability are fainted upland area with low soil productivity. Reduction of instability
in yield, reduction in storage 10 es, and increase in yield potential are the among main
priorities.

Most of the country areas planted to maize consist ot fainted humid upland
haracterized by acid high aluminum soils (Ultisol). These are an important group of soils

for agricultural expansion in the country. The problems associated with increased maize
production under a id upland condition are high soil acidity, low nutrient content of the
oils, low organic matter, AI and l\Ifu toxicities, and lack of high yielding tolerant vaneties.

This document focuses on research issues related to maize production in the acid soil
environment.

Maize research at SARIF.

Considering agroecological regions various maize production systems, and the
institute's mandate, the Sukarami Research Institute for Food Crops (SARIF), in West
Sumatra, has concentrated its maize research on the breeding for tolerance to and
management of acid soils with aluminum toxicity The first variety tolerant to acid soils was
released in 1992. This open pollinated variety (Antasena) was generated from SA3, a
CTh.1MYT AI-tolerant population. The original base population (Sitiung Aluminum
Tolerant Population, SATP) is .in its fourth cycle of modified ear to row selection.
Antasena is not the final solution to acid oil problems. Like its original of ource (SATP),
the population is susceptible to donwy mildew (DM). High infection of DM during the
rainy season has been frequently observed in the maize areas where the variety is grown.
Fortunately, through collaborative acm.ities with CllvfMYT-ARNlP we initiated the
introgression of the the SATP into the AMATI. (Asian Mildew and Tolerant Late)
population. Last rainy season, we grew the SIs of the AMATE Asian Mildew Acid
Tolerant Early), bulk pollinated, and selfed plants in selected families under our acid soil
screening nmsery (60% AI sanu-ation) at SitiWlg. We hope to capitalize in the gains
already obtained in the SATP and incorporate yield and DM resistance in a new improved
population. We expect to continue evaluation, improvement of the SATP-AMATL, and
will generate new varieties from it.
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Agronomic management of acid soils for food crops in general and maize
production in particular has been of great interest to many researchers in the SARIF and
CRIFC. We have not identified the optimum fertilizer recommendation for maize under
acid soils. Related researchable issues include efficient use of N and P fertilizer
application, organic matter and liming, land preparation, plant densities, maize in the
cropping systems. Socioeconomic studies, seed production, consumption and utilization
aspects are other important issues.

Challenges and opportunities

Conducting research in the area of acid soils is not an easy task. Some of the
challenges and opportunities we an counter are:

1. Limited gennplasm ources and exchanges. Only three countries carry oul breeding
programs for tolerance to acid soils (Colombia, Brazil, and Indonesia). Thailand, through
Cllvllv1YT coordination, is involved in the evaluation of certain gennplasm. Currently we
lulve the advanced population of SATP together with the S2s and HS families of the
A.M.A1L and AMATE. We would need more germplasm exchange and collaborative
work with. others. The materials developed in the Andean Regional Program should be
utilized.

2. E tablishment of acid soil screening nursery and reliable field test. These soils represent
high soil variability, the need to identify stress levels, and other environmental interaction
resulting in great e. perirnental errors. The Sitiung Expt. Stat. of SARIF and surrounding
farmer areas are ideal sites for acid soil research. The station has also been the primary site
for soil fertility management and related problems conducted by IRRI (upland rice base
farming system), TROPSOILS and ICRAF (shifting cultivation). A 0.5 ha uniform plot
was established in 1991. There also exists a 1 ha plot which in 1989 was treated with
different lime levels. It was intended to provide 4 to 5 level of AI stres·. However, the
latter still shows great variability within each lime treatment.

3. Selection of sites for varietal evaluation and/or agronomic studies in farmers fields has
been difficult. This is due to great soil variability often observed in the field. In some
cases we are frustrated due to wild pig problems in newly open land of the transmigration
areas.

4. Presently, we have difficulties in growing materials during the dry season due to lack of
irrigation facilities. Sufficient inigation is needed to accommodate more controlled
handling of DM nurseries during the wet season. We have been unable to screen materials
for DM reaction under acid soils. We meant to evaluate the materials for DM under high
AI saturation soil. However, the susceptible plants as sources of inoculum and spreader
rows did not grow well resulting in poor spore development. A batch of susceptible plants
and the spreader rows should have been planted in plots with less AI content.
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5. The contribution of high productive areas to the national maize yields bas been
apparent. For this better environments (more fertile upland and lowland soils),
introduction of hybrid varieties is required. The farmers have used appropriate fertilizers
as well as high yi lding varieties. We intend to take part in the evaluation of the
experimental hybrid varieties either from national or other collaborative programs.

6. Insufficient equipment and support facilities. For better results of screening, evaluation,
and assessing environments, some new field and laboratory equipments are neelled. OUf

presc::nt laboratory at SARIF is capable of doing basic chemical analyses, but the
equipments need. to be upgraded; and som~ appropriate measurement de"i~es need to be
provided.

SUMMARY

Considering that some common problems also prevail in other region. within the
country as well as in other countries, it is expected that a collaborative program needs to be
established. The program should be designed around major constraints addressing sp cific
needs in participating countries with regional implication. We should also establish
mechanisms for exchange of information and sharing of resources. Regular workshops
addressing specific issues and progresses is m aningful. It is expected lhat CIMMYT
would play greater role in assisting and facilitating the ommunicalion between the
participating programs.
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. 1AIZE RESk:ARCH IN LI\ffiONESlA AND THE NEED
FOR A REGIONAL NETWORK.

ubandi
Bogar Res. Inst. of Food Crops, Bogar, Indonesia.

Introduction

In Indonesia. maize: is the second main food crop after rice. The crop is grown by
more than 10 million fu.rm households, and it is the main source of carbohydrate. for more
than )8 million people (Subandi <;;1 aI., 1988). The demand of maize for human
consumption Lc.; increasing although in terms of percent~ge of total production is decreasing.
In line with increased income per capita. the demand of maize for anim<ll feed is also. .
mcreasmg.

Substantial progress in maize producTion has been m de in the last 25 _ears. The
progress is mainly du to th steady increase in maize productivity through the adoption of
improved the technology. However, there remain many constraints to be solved to maintain
the progress,

Production, llreas and productiVity

Yfaize production in Indonesia increased from an average of2. 74 m t in 1969-73 to
6.73 m t in 1989-93. 'The increase in production was mainly attributed to the increase m
productivity, from 1.01 to 2.15 tlha. The harve ·ted area also increased from 2.72 m to 3.12
m ha (Table]).

Indonesia sets a target on production of 9.61 m t from a harvesl d area of 3.93 m
ha in 1998 (Table 1).

Estimation of production

~laJze production system. in Indonesia vary depending on arious factors. i.e.
physical factors, faImers· condition, resources, and govemmem support and policy. Based
on land type, cropping systems prodw..:tivity, and management choices ivlink (1984)
divided the ystems into tour main systems, i.e. multiple crvp dr}'land (55°0), single l,;rop
dryland (24~o), rainfed wetland (10%) and irrigated wetland (11%). In addition to these
four e t~blished systems there is an additional system on newly opened land.

About 69% of maize is planted on land with low productivity level. In the coming
years, the expansion to new areas is assumed will be towards les produ live land. This
means that many production constraints will be faced in the efforts to increasing maize
production, such as drought, water logging, soil acidity, low level of nutrients and organic
matter, and maturity.
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The available improved varieties for different production systems along with the
average yield levels are shown in Table 2,

Asswning lhat in 1998 the improved varieties are planted on the 3 m ha of land and
fanners could realize 60°'0 of the average experimental yield, the toLaI produ\:tion over
different production systems will be 6.61 m t (Table 3). A pre'viously mentioned, the area
extension of about 0.93 m ha will likely go to less productive land. Assuming a production
of 1.86 m t from the extended area, and adding it to the 6.61 m ~ the expected maize
production in 1998 from 3.93 m ha of harvested crop will be 8.47 m t or only 88% of the
targeted production of 9.61 m 1. Therefore, to arrive at the production target hard and
continuous efforts should ~e made to reduce the yield gap to 32%.

Prod uction constraints

Land

AboUl 89% of maize is gro\\-n on rainted wetland and dryland with erratic rainfall
resulting in drought or sometime waler logging, and mostly soils with low fertility alkaline,
or acid soils.

Farm('r

Maize fanners are small land holders. They are poor with limited resource. Their
farms are wide pread, and many are located in remote and less developed areas with poor
communication facilities, and little access to both infonnation and inputs for crop
production. These factors lead to low adoption of improved technology.

Availability of specific improved technologies

Research has generated improved technologies for maize. A number of open
pollinated and hybrid varieties along with their methods of cultivation have been available
and adopted by farmers. However, it is felt that specific technologies for production and
utilization are still lacking.

Farming practices

Fanners have adopted the improved te 'hnologies, but a majority of them are still
growing maize using either partially or wholly traditional methods of cultivation with low
inputs such as:

• low quality seeds,
• unimproved low-yielding local varieties,
• no or very low doses of fertilizer,
• no protection against pests and diseases, and

• improper plant densities etc.
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Fanners usually feel that improved technology is expensive.

L'tilization

Maize in Indonesia is used mainly for feed and food. For feed~ the demand is
increasing fast both in actual amoWlt and in percentage. For food, the demand in actual
amount is in reasing, but in percentage it is declining. For human consumption, grain maize
is used by poor fanners when the more-preferred rice i: not available or is in short supp!)'.
As a sourl.:e of carbohydrate food, it LI) felt that improved and diversified methods of grain
maize utilization are needed.

Government support

Government support has been provided for research. extension. seed muJtipli alion.
credit, pricing and marketing of maize, but more intense ~upport is required.

Priority of technological constraints l.o production.

The prioritized technological constraints for maize production In different
production systems ill Indonesia are shO\"'fll in Table 4.

Current research thrust

The maize research program is aimed to develop alternative technological packages
adapted to specifIc agro-ecosystem~) mostly through applied research. At present the
Indonesian national program gives high plionty 10 the following [our objc tives:

• Development of early maturing opt',n pollinated arieties mainJy for low productive
areas

• Developmenl of hybrid varieties particularly for productive areas
• Development of efficient cultivation methods that will minimize the yield gap be

twecn farmers and exp~rimental yieJds. and
• Development of alternative methods of grain preparation for toad.

CurrE'nt and future research activities

In line with the objectives, research activities asso iated with the constraint. are
being conducted at various levels of intensity at different research institutes under the
Central Research Institute for Food Crops (CRIF ,) (Table 5).

Research units and personnel

.Maize research in Indonesw is almosl wholly conducted by the CRIFC. Previously,
this Institute coordinated six Research In"titutes for Food Crops spread over the country.
The number of research personnel working with maize is not many. fm' example, the
number of people working on breeding is only J2-14 distributed over 4 institutes; oul of this
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number, four hold Ph.D and five are M.Sc. degrees.
compared to -9. the average over 10 countries in the
including India and China (1\lorris el aI., 1992).

This number is too Jow when
S. Asia, E. Asia, and SE Asia

Presently there' a big change in the organization, in which the Maros Research
Institute is assigned to work only with maize and other non-rice cerea1<,; as the mandate
crops. Actions are now being taktln to gel ready .in line with the reorganization.

Network

The progres in technology generation, adaptation. an I adoption can be rapid
through pooling of resources and expertise. TIlerefore, a regional network is deemed
necessary. The Indonesian national program appreciates and thanks CIMMYT for its
initiative in planning to establish a Maize Improvement and Dissemination Nety,:ork tor
Asia.

Gt>al and objecUYes

The overall goal of the Network is to assist the developing ..<\sian countrie. to
increase maize production to meet their increasing demands for maize. 'While the main
objectives of the Network are:

• 0 increase the productivity of resources commilted to maize in Asia while conserving
natural resources

• To strengthen the capabilities of national maize research programs to identify, address,
and solve farmers' problems

• To generate appropriate technology using exi ting national program personne~ facilities,
and other resoW'ces more effectively, minimizing duplication of efforts, and

• To develop efficient database and sharing ofinformation.

Operational strategy

The structure of the Network comprises a Steering 'ommittee and a Coordination
Unit. Their composition and responsibilities are outlined below:

a. Steering Committee. The Steering Committee is a policy making body. Its
members are policy makers nominated from national programs, a representative(s) from
CIMMYT, and donor agencies. The Network Coordinator is an ex-officio member of the
Committee. The functions of the Steering Committee should be:

• To provide guidance and direction to the overall activity of the Network
• To advice the governments of the member countries on the necessary inputs and

funds,and
• To contact donor agencies for funding the Network activities.
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The Steering Committee should probably meet every 2-3 years to review progress
reports presented by Regional and Country Coordinators and to provide future direction.

b. Coordination Unit. The oordinating Unit should be located at the C~{YT
Asian Regional Maize Program (ARMP) office in Thailand. The Unit comprises a Regional
Coordinator who is a llvllvrYT scientist, professional and secretarial staff The L nit
should be supported by substantial funding. The Coordinator will be responsible \\,Lh all
the admini trative and technical matters associated with the Network activities, The
Regional Coordinator and the national program coordinatorslleaders would constitute a
Regional Coordination Committee, which will meet once every year Lo evaluate the Network
progress and prepare future plans.

Fund ing strateg)'

Funding is essential for all a tivities of the nelYvork. In principle each participating
national govemmcmt, within its capability, should support and provide facilities for network
activities within the country. However, because of the existing scarcity of funds some
funding assistance is required for collaborative research acti"ities.

External donor support will be required and should be explored from vanou v

sources for network activities such a" effective collaborative research activities hem'een
member countries and CTh1rvfYT, steering committee meetings, evaluation meetings,
workshops. monitoring toUTS, training courses, technical assi tance, publications. secretariat
etc.

Network members

The Network members will be: Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, Laos,
Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Vietnam.

Projected Indonesia's contribution to the planned Network..

It is anticipated that Indonesia can contribute to the networking on the followings:

• Exchange of gennplasm and breeding materials
• Participation in collaborative research project such as in the development of varieties

tolerant to Al toxicity and drought, and of early maturing varieties

• Testing elite materials for adaptation and yield, and
• Exchange of information through publications.

Needs and expectation from the planned etwork

The Indonesian .ational Maize Research Program needs and expects from the
Network the followings:
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• Better access to elite gennplasm having specific traits needed tor Indonesian program
through exchange of gennplasm, regional adaptation trials and nurseries

• Screening techniques for various biotic and abiotIc stre ses
• Participation in collaborative research project as mentioned above
• Funding assistance, if available, for the collaborative research project
• Access to infonnation on novel technologies that may be adapted under
• Indonesian conditions through publications, visits, and workshops, and
• Assistance in the improvement of national research capability through training

on scientific skills such as breeding for biotic and abiotic stresses.

Resenr h acthitifs in the Network

A.t the beginning, the following activities might be considered to be included in the
Ketwork:

• Breeding for high yield and early maturity (hybrids, OPVs)
• Breeding for tolerance to abiotic stresses i.e. drought, low fertile soils, and acid

soils
• Breeding for tolerance to storage insects
• Training on specific subjects (breeding!. creening techniques for tolerance

to drought, low fertile soils, acid soils, and storage insects)
• Exchange of gennplasm and elite breeding materials, and
• Publications, study toursJvisits, and meetings.

CI1vllvfYT-ARMP has been working, among others on breeding for high )ield and
early maturity, tolerance to drought and acid soils. The testing of materials associated with
that breeding work in the region is largely dependent on the interest of individual natioD..<11
programs, which is controlled by the availability of funds, facilities, and human resources.
\V1th the fund availability in the region which i~ in general more limited and less flexible in
the utilization, the beneficial effect of the program, region wise, is also becoming Ie .
Some commitment is required for national programs whi h express their willingness to
participate in the collaborative research. It is understood that network activities should rely
heavily on the internal resources of member countries. However some funding assistance
also needs to be attempted to enhance the collaborative research among members of the
Network.

For research activitie which only a couple of countries are interested in~ such as
sele tion for tolerance to Rhizoctonia, CI1vfMYT may nmction to link among them and
provide technical assistance when needed.

The establishment of a Network is aimed to use more efficiently all the available
resources for maize research and development in different countries of the region
minimizing duplication of efforts by individual countries. To avoid duplication of similar
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activities and to gain more efficiency, linkages should be developed with other existing
Networks mainly sister Nenvork as other well as international institutions.
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Table 1. Production. areas. and productivity of maize in Indonesia. 1969-98.

Year Production
(m t).

Harvested area
(m ha)

Yield (tlha)

Actual
1969-73 2.74 2.72 1.01
197<l-78 3.13 2.56 1.22
1979-83 4.09 2.67 1.53
1984-88 5..+7 2.94 1.86
1989-93 6.73 3.12 2.15

Projection
1994 8.28 3.63 2.28
1995 8.60 3.70 2.32
1996 8.92 3.77 2.36
1997 9.26 3.85 2AO
1998 9.61 3.93 2.44

Source: Pusat Penelitian dan Pengembangan Tanaman Pangan (1993)' DirektoraL
Billa Produksi Tanaman Pangan (1994).
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Table 2. Improved maize varieties for different types of land.

Land 'ariety Maturity Name of Yield ( ha)
OPV Hybrid (days) variety Aver. Potential

Irrigated wet 80 . bimanya 3. 4.5
land and 90 Arjuna .t.3 6.0
fertile dry- JOU Kalingga, Rama 5,4 6.5
land

Acid oils x 90 Arjuna 3.5 5.0
100 Anlasena 5.0 6.0

Rainfed x 85 A.I:iuna -l.1 5.3
wetland

Dryland, low x 85 Arjuna 3.3 4.5
producm.ity

!)ryland and x 90 AIjuna 2';' 3.0*
rain-fed 100 Kalingga, Rama 2.7 3.3
wetland, in- 85 Bayu 1.8 ~.2

tercroping 85 AIjuna _.0 2.7

Irrigated x 90 Semar 2 6.0 8.0
wetland and x 100 'emar I 6.0-6.8 8.0-
fertile dry- Cargill 10.0
land cpr

Pioneer

>I< Plant density = so~ of rnonocrop.



Table 3. Estimation of maize yield and production in 1998 assuming the 3 million ha of land under mafze are planted to improved
varieties and fanners' yield equal to 60% of experimental yields.

Percent area 16 39

Harvested area ('000 ha) 480 1170

Maturity (days) 90 :..100 85
~

0"

Yield potential (tlha) 8-10 4.5

Average yield (tlha) 6.0-6.8 3.3

Farmers' yield (I/ha) 3.6-4.1 2.0

Production ('000 t) 1848.0 2340.0

Item Mull/pie crop dryJand"
HP LP

Single crop dryland Rainfed Irrigated
HP LP Wetland Wetland

LP HP

4 20 10 11

120 600 300 330

100 85 85 90-100

6.5 4.5 5.3 g·10

5.4 3.3 4.1 6.0-6.8

1.6·· 1.0·· 1.2'. 3.6-4.1

192.0 600.0 360.0 1270.5

Total

100

3000

6610.5

. Multiple crop::: 2 or 3 crops a year. Single crop::: J crop a year.
HP ::: high productivity" LP ::: low productivity.

•• Inlercropping with plant density 50% of monocropping.



Table 4. Priority of maize production constraints in different production systems.

Constrain ts Priority
DL-MC DL·IC RFWL IRWL NOL Coun-

HP LP HP LP LP HP LP try

IIybrid
Earliness 3 3 2 3 3
High yield 1 1 1 1 1
Stable yield 2 2 2 3 2

OP
Earliness 3 2 3 1 1 3 2 2
High yield 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Stable yield 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2

Pests
Shoot Oy 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2
Stem borer 3 3 4 3 4 3 2 3
Storage insect 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Diseases
Downy mildew 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Rust 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Leaf blight 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Sheath blight 3 '1 3 3 3 3 3 3oJ

Ear rot 3 3 J 3 3 3 3 3
Abiotic

Drought 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 2
Low fertility 4 2 3 2 3 4 2 2
Acid soils 5 5 3 3 4 5 2 3
Waterlogging 4 4 4 4 2 4 3 3

Agronomy
Water manage-
ment 4 3 4 3 2 3 3 3
SoiVnutrient
management 3 2 3 2 3 4 2 2
Crop manage-
ment 4 3 3 2 3 4 2 3
Crop protection 4 4 4 2 3 4 2 3

Post-harvest
Drying and
storage 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Diversification of
utilization tech-
niques/methods 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

• In a scale of 1-5 where 1 = high pnority, ami 5 = low priority
DL-MC = Rajnfed dry land, monocrop. DL-IC = Rainfed dry land, inlercrap
RFWL = RClinfed wet land. IRWL := Irrigated wetland. NOL = Newly opened land.
HP == high productivity. LP = low productivity.



Table 5. Current and future research activities on maize. 1

Research activities Bogor Sukaramandi Ma.lang Maros Banjarbaru Sukarami

Development of gene pools. •

Selection for early maturity. '"+ '"+ + +

Breeding for high yield. '"+ *+ +

Scr¢ening for downy • '" • '"
rru.ldew re-sisUncc.

Selection for tolerance to '" '"+ +
leafblight and rust

Selection for resistance to •
Rhizoctonia.

SelectIon tor drought '"+ -+ +
tolerance.

Selection for AI tolerance. *+

Screening for tolerance to
waterlogging.

Selection for heterotic
..

effect

Development of hybrid '" '"
variety.

Research on agronomic .. '" - •
practice.

Research on crop - ..
protection

Research on post-harvesl
.. ..

Iundling and processing.

Rcsem:h on Jivcrstficd
.. ..

uuJiZJtion for food.

LOCJt ion of research activities may be changed in line with t.he institutes' reorganization.

I< Activity or institute's own pro9rafl.
+ Test i n'J of 111ater ia 1s from CI mlYT •
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Maize production constnlints. priority. 8ni8 alIexted, lind yield reduction amlSll different production aystelllS in Indonesia.

Type ofproblem
I. Breedifii SU8lleslcd 8olutiOll

Consll"Wols Priority Area affecud Yield 2.. Agtotlnmy
(1000 ho) reduction 3. Policy

(""o) 4 Seed product
S. Other

Hybrid
EaTlines 3 800 (27 6.....) Breedu Breeding. transl'I8Illing tedlnique
High yield I 800 Breeding Breed~

Stable yield 2 800 ~onomy, Breedmg Breeding. culfunll prlLCtice

p

Ear uleSl; Z I~OO Breeding Breeding.lrqngplllllting technique
High yield 2800 Breeding Brteding
Stable yield 2 2900 (lOO%) Agronomy. Breeding Breeding, cultIIraJ practice

Pedi
Shool tly 2 1740 S Agonomy, BreediJ18 Planti!l$ I1me, chemical, breeding
Stem borer 3 700 .HO A6onomy, Breedill8 Planrill8 lime, detasseling breeding
Storage insect I 2900 10- 0 Other, Breeding Breeding, process," S1~

Dlseu""
Downy mildew 1 1900 .c6 Breeding. Agronomy BreediDg. cultural practice
Rust 3 2900 s:mall Breeding Breeding
uafblight 3 1740 .anal I Breeding Breeding
Shealh bliglrl 3 1740 small Breeding, Agronomy BreediJl& cullUnl.l pnlCtice
EaT rot 3 1740 <S.lS BreedUJ8 Breedmg

Abiotic
Drou8l1l 2 2300 22 Bree<fin& Agronomy Breedill& argenic mlllter
Low fertility 2- 2000 30. SO Agronomy, Breeding SOil conserv. organic matter, ~eding
Acid ioils J 20.Z5 Breeding, Agronomy Brteding, Drg. mailer
Waterlogging 3 :;. 300 20.40 Agronomy, Breeding Breedil\g, wB1er ltIlIruIgemeDt

Agronomy
Water manaaement 3 300 20-40 Agronomy Int.ons if)! re ellTCh
So.I/Olltrienl manaae- 2 2000 30-50 ~oomy IntensifY research

men!
rop ffiallagem.nt 3 ZOOO 10 Agronomy IntensitY resurch

CrQp prolt-ction 3 2900 j-IO Agronomy, Other lirtt11Jlif)' re earch

POlt-blUVOlt

Drying and .torage 2 2900 10-20 Other Intem;iiY research making l.I.!le of local
m.a1erials

Diversificwion of ;'. 2900 other Food Technology
utiliZBlion leclmi-
ques/methods

• In scale of 1-S where = bigb priority, and .5 = low priority.
• MIll,ons Ita are potential for ana extellSion.



PROBLEMS AFFECTING MAIZE PRODUCTIO IN PAKISTAN.

M. Aslam
National Agric. Res. Center (NARC). Islamabad, Pakistan.

PROBLEM: MATURITY
AREA AFFECTED: 300,000 HA
TYPE OF PROBLEM: BREEDING

Breeding for early maturity is an important aspect of maize development in
Pakis1an. About 30% of the total area under maize needs early maturing gennplasm.
There are several reasons for the need of early maturing genotypes. Among the important
ones are limited moisture, and omplex cropping systems. The local germplasm available
is naturally adopted but very low yielding and disease usceptible. Pakistan IS trying to
meet the requirements of early maturity through breeding and selection of gennplasm
which fits in the required fime frame also providing an acceptable level of yield. Early
maturing germplasm sources de eloped have been utilized both internationally and locally.

A very good ollection throughout the world has helped th breeding efforts in
balancing the two opposing characteristics to some extent. Still the success in this
connection is not up to the satisfaction of farmers of the area. A wide range of
enwomnental conditions and ecological distribution presents an opportunity to the
breeders for selection and breeding of the genotypes which mature early and yet have
repeatable level of yield. The re earch effom in coordination willt National Programs in
the network i.e. Afghanistan, Nep~ India, Sri Lanka, and Bhutan will definitely help in
solving the problem of development of early maturing genotypes.

Paki tan having a wide range of testing environments under l.:ontroUcd conditions
and efforts already put in solving this can provide an opportunity to work in coordination
with other countries in the region and share its e. perience in handling the problem in a
more efficient way_

PROBLIDM: DROUGIITTOLERANCE
AREA AFFECTED: 40% OF' THE TOTAL
TYPE OF PROBLEM: BREEDING

About 40~/o of the maize in Pakistan is growing under rainted conditions. Rainfall
during the growing season is inadequate in quantity and distribution. 'The currently
improved used maize varietie outyield the local maize except in the rainfed plateau.
Environments in Pakistan where maize is currently grown as a priority crop, tend to be cool
season and/or rainfed. This is al~o where the greatest potential lies for a rapid increase in
total productivity and yield stability by breeding for stress tolerance.
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The major breeding efforts uptill now have been focused on the inigated maize.
However, research efforts at ARC focus on the development/selection of genotypes with
more reliable productivity under moisture stress. Pakistan would like to give and get
benefited from the efforts in the region. The program will definitely help Pakistan in
raising its productivity level under marginal conditions where maize alway faces moderate
to severe moisture stress.

PROBLEM: WATER I,OGGT G
AREA AFFECTED: 100,000 HA
YTELD REDUCTION: 20-25%
TYPE OF PROBLEM: BREEDING

Pakistan has one of the largest canal irrigation system in the world. The ext~nded

and luxurious use of irrigation waler on one hand, and .flooding field conditions dwing
monsoon on the other hand ause tremendous losses to the maize rap. The Pakistan soils
with low organic matter content and low penneability are the reasons for the fields
remaining flooded for weeks. adversely effecting the maize rop.

Recently a very good facility with aU neces ary equipments has been set up. The
!acility pro .des opportunity for breeding as well as agronomic testing on several crops
facing problems of water logging and salinity. The newly developed facility with its
capacity offers an ex eUent opportunity for screening and election of maize germplasm for
water logging under field and lab conditions. The facility has a higher capacity than its
indigenous requirement and could therefore, be best used for regional network testing and
breeding.

PROBLEM: MAIZE STEM BORER
AREA AFFECTED: ALL OF THE AUnTMN CROP
YIELD REDlTCTION: 15-20%
TYPE OF PROBLEM: BREEDI

Among several other factors responsible for low rrulizc yield per unit area.,
significant contribution is made by insect damage. An average yield loss of 10-15% has
been estimated due to insects mainly cau',ed bythe maize stem borer ChiJ/o partelhlS. With
the increased prices of insecticides, the u e ofchemical control of borer is decreasing hence
the loss in yield due to borer damage is increasing with time.

The efforts to screen/select gerrnplasm. having tolerance to maize stem borer are
being camed out al NARC under artificial conditions. Because of limited resources, a
small maize entomology laboratory successfully 'ames out the rearing of Chillo partellus
on artificial diet. The fa ility presently produces about half a million larvae to be released
in the field and has the capability to handle annually about 600-1,000 rows, 5 meters long.
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This can be upgraded with additional resources and can be proved useful in screening
additional geImplasm.
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MAIZE RESEARCHABLE PROBLEMS IN P AKlSTAN AND SOME OTHER
PARTS OF ASJA.

M. Saleem
Dept. ofPlant Bre (ling and Geneti s, North West Frontier Province (NWFP) Agri. Univ.

Peshawar, Pakistan.

Maize in Pakistan is grown in a harsh environment. There are several stresses
occurring during the growing season. Some of the important stresses which could be
solved lhrough breeding and research with C]JvIMYT cooperation are discussed below.

1. Early maturity

Growers need very han duration varieti s due to one or more of the following
reasons:

a. More intensive cropping sequences require late planting. For example, grain
maize crop i.s grown after onio~ fodder crops such as shaftal (persian clover) berseem
(Egyptian clover), fodder maize, potato crop spring maize or Virginia tobacco in wmch
cases land is often vacated in July or August (much later than optimum planting time for
normal season). Such type of farming system requires very short dW'ation varieties to
mature in time for wheat planting in the month of October. By our standard a short
duration variety would be the one which matures in 80 days in our environment. By FAD
maturity classification our variety would rate in between 300-400 maturity class.

b. A brief rainy season or lack of timely rainfall necessitates fast growin& short
season arieties. Approximately 40-50% of maize in Pakistan is grown WIder rainfed
doncitions, particularly in the most maize producing province (NWFP). Rainfall is often
inadequate in quality and distribution. This necessitates the availability of short dW'ation
varieties to escape periods of moisture stress.

c. tvIaize is grown as dual pwpose crop in the principal maize production zones.
For that reason, maize is planted thick.. Early maturing varieties can withstand higher plant
population better than late maturing genotypes.

d. Traditionally) fanners like to grow early maturing varieties. All unimproved,
locally grown maize varieties are short season.

e. Early maturing varieties give farmers more flexibility of planting and harvesting
dates.

f. Cooler temperatures and shorter seasons prevailing at higher elevations favor
varieties of short duration. Early varieties in mountain lands should mature in time to avoid
preharve.st frost damage. In mgh elevation areas, farmers would like to harvest their crop
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by the end September to have enough time for sun drying their grains. If the crop is
hatVcsted later than end September fatmers would have problem of drying their grains to
safe storage moisture level of about 12(1/0 . [his level of dryness would othcJWise only be
possible in May of the following year..

2. Maize growers in Pakistan [ace problems of high temperatures in [he plains (both spring
and in Donnal season) and of cold temperature in the high elevation lones. Moreover,
maize usually suffers from drought in all maize producing regions. No serious efforts have
been made to develop varieties having these speciaJ traits. In addition, in improved maize
varieties we always face a problem of bare tips i.e. ears are not filled to the tips. There
remains about one inch at the tip of the cobs which does not fill completely. This problem
has been observed in Thai improved varietieslhybrids produced in Thai environment. But
surprisingly enough, 10caJ varieties in Pakistan fill completely to the tips. This apparently
appears a small problem to breeders. but growers take it seriously and may reject a high
yielding improved variety simply on the basis of this ~haracter, We have selected some
high yielding local varieties that fill to the tip but need to be incorporated in our improved
varieties through breeding and selection. This is to say that our technology of improved
varieties is not very appropriate and is inconsistent with the growing conditions of the
farming community.

Th problem of bare tips is genetic but it has a strong intera tion with environment.
For this reason orne experts ay t:his a management defect rather than a breeding problem.
However, this is a pure breeding problem and this defect can be removed by use of N
application, etc.

Our recommendation of agronomic practices pertaining particularly to fertilizer use
also does not bear relevance to the production environment of the resource poor fanning
community.

3. Leaf disease

Maydis leaf blight (Helminthosporium maydi ) is a truljor problem in the plains. It
was in epidemic form during Kharif 1992. There is no resistant gennplasm available.
Tropical germplasm may be used as a source for resistance. Temperate maize material is
susceptible to th.i disease. When we try to incorporate maydis resistance from some
resistant source into our short duration varieties maturity is delayed, but when we select
for earliness we lose re istance and viceversa. Leaf disease predispose plants to stalk rot .

Turcicum leaf blight (E. furcicum), however, is not as big a problem in !he cooler
mountain environment ofPakistan as is the case with H. muydis in the wanner plains.

4. Aphid resistance

Our improved varieties are very susceptible to aphid attack. Cl1vllvfYT germplasm,
particularly Tuxpeno, ifused as one of the parents in our varieties facing problem of aphid
damage. On the other hand, local varieties are more or less resistant. In 1993, a year with
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poor rains, we experienced great problem of aphid infestation on our improved varieties in
farmers' fields under their management. Aphids reduce fodder quality because residue
maize stalk is importanl as fodder for fanners.

Apparently these may look small problems but are factor causing adoption or
nonadoption of the improved technology by the fanners.

In additional to these, three are everal other problems which relate to policy or
developmental work. Some of these are discussed below.

A Seed produ tion

Seed production (early or later generallons) is one of the weaknesses in our system.
Improved seed of maize is not produced in suffident quantities or the desired quality. It is
a problem in Punjab, but it is not as serious a problem as in the NWFP, the largest maize
producing province of Pakistan. . griculturaJ Development Authority (ADA), the only
seed industry in NWFP is never able to produce or procure improved maize seed because
of the following reasons:

a) ADA has no agricultural graduates in its entire set up of 217 employees. No
one has been trained in seed production.

b) It has lost its credibility to growers 3. seed industry.

c) It does not have infrastructure of a viable seed industry. There is a lack of
institutional structure to produce and market improved seed as well as develop and sustain
a seed security system. The non-availability of locally adapted maize varieties, rna e
available on time to growers and at a converuent price" is a major constraint to maize
development in Pakistan and many other countries in Asia.

d) The fixed price policy of the government, which limits the price ratio of seeds to
grain to aroWld 1.25 :1.0.

B. Transfer of technology/mobilization of agricultural extension service

We have the fanciest network of agricultural extension service but is not active or
mobile because the staff lacks training and mobility.

These, and many other small problems which have been ignored in the past need to
be seriously addressed. At present breeding work at the institutions and universities
considered a routine activity. Problems discussed above need special attention and serious
efforts. I am ready to cooperate in any such program throughout the entire Asia region and
with national programs. I would be glad to cooperate and help CIMMYT programs in any
way that would improve productivity in the Asian region.
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SOME IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING THE PROGRESS OF
MAIZE RESEARCH AT USMARC AND SUGGESTED COLLABORATIVE

EFFORTS TO OVERCOME TIiEM.

Elpidio R Bautista
Univ. of Southern Mindanao Agric. Res. Center (USM.ARC).

Kabacan, Cotabato, Philippines

USMARC is just one of the national agricultural re earch network" in the
Philippines which was primarily established to be the national research center for four crop
commodities, including com. As such and through the years of its existence since I 978, it
was only in 1983 when its breeders first embark d on maize improvement. A couple of
years of intensive breeding activities soon resulted to the release of its first open-pollinated
variety (OPV) in 1987. Known as USM Var.2, this white OPV was improved from
ClMMYT's Sta. Rosa 8073. At presen~ USM.ARC has released eight OPVs: five whites
and three yenows. Some of other are exceeding the performance of national checks and
perfonning at par with hybrids in national testing centers and in on-fann sites. All of these
varieties had been directly or indirectly developed from improved maize gelIDpl.asm from
CIMMYT, Mexico and/or from CI:I\IThIlYT-Asian Regional Maize Program based at
Bangkok, Thailand.

With the advent of the newly introduced medium-term agricullural policy of the
government the com industry has been challenged to look into technological option which
will help boost com productivity and, in tum, attain se1f~sufficiency in corn in 1998. This
prompted USMARC to consider in its program a component on hybrid development as it
continues its efforts in developing and improving OPVs for the farmers use. As a result of
this added activity in its present Com R&D program, some constraints have been identified
which directly concern with I.he usual generation, evaluation. and maintenance of adequate
breeding materials needed in the program, manpower development, storage and inigatlOn
facilities, and fund sourcing. A detailed presentation of the problems is outlined below.

In furtherance of the foregoing, USMARC has an adequate area to offer for the
screening of breeding materials for resistance to the Philippine downy mildew, caused by
Peronosclerospora phi/ippinensis (Weston) Shaw. It has no facilities to screen for
resistance to the Asian com borer (Ostr;nia furnacalis). As a matter of fact, this is the
most dreaded pest of com damaging com areas specially in those where make is planted in
May. Thus USMARC would welcome coUaborative activities in curbing the damage of
such pests and diseases through the development of resistant and high yielding cultivar , be
it hybrids or OPVs, mainly to increase maize productivity in the region.

Meanwhile, the aforementioned problems have been identified. lbe forthcoming
Maize Research Planning and Coordination Meeting could be the most appropriate venue
to sort out priorities that will be of benefit to all maize workers in the region.
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Problem
prioritized

Area
affected

Yield
redu tion

T. pe of
problem:

Suggested . olutions

- Seed storage Viability of seed Signifi ant Poor seed - Rehabilitation of pre-
product 'enl storage room which

r quires sizable amount.

- Inadequate Development ignificant Breeding - Sharing of tested lines.
breeding ofOPVs and Policy etc. from n.ational res.
materials (S), Hybrids centers.
etc).

- Inadequate Workers Nil Manpower - Exchange of experience
techno- competency development among maize workers in
infodrive the region.

- Inadequate Workers ; it , ianpow r - On-the-job, hands - on
knowledge competency trainings, references, etc.

pertammg
tatistical

aspect of
maIZe pro-
duction.

- Inadequate Experimental Significant Breeding - Pinancial grants, if any.

inigational area Agronomy
facilities Seed product

- Inadequate Re earch Govemment - Coordination and
funds for program policy collaboration of maize

research scientists.
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VIEWS A~"ID SUGGESTIO S FOR RESEARCH COLLABORATION
AMONG NATIO AL MAIZE PROGRAMS IN THE ASIA~REGION:

PERSPECTIVE FROM THE PIULIPPlNE

Artemio 1. Salazar
Inst. of Plant Breeding (lPB), Los Banos, Philippines.

Mo. I of the natlOnal agricultural policy maker. are now preparing for the
implementation 01' the Gruguay Round of General Agreement of Trade and Tariff
(GATT). Th t agreem~nl initiated by 115 member-countries in Geneva, Switzerland, last
December 1s. 1993, would change the rules of world trade: less of protectionism and more
f liberalized 'ommerce.

Inevitably, thio; new arrangement should spur every nation to improve its production
and mark ting capability. The pressure will be heavily felt by land tillers in Asian
developing countries where farming is mostly of subsistanc type. For instance, how can a
Filipino corn farmer with average yield of 1.4 L!ha compete with farmers in USA whose
average rield io; 7 t'lta') For the Filipinos and most developing nations, this indeed i~ a
cause for national I.:om~em and serious action plan. More than anytime, international
collaboration and organizati os like CIl\1?\fYT will now playa clUcial role. For corn
farming in the Philippines, the IPB realize that significant impact in com produl.,;tion could
be realized through hybrids. In fact, a number of commercial hybrid have been developed
and more will be released in the futur. The breeding met lodology in population
development and improvement has neen redirected (owards coming up with inbreds. Our
goal is to average 5 tiha in the field. That means we should have cultivars which could give
7 l/ha.

This is one area where I hilippine com program could ha 'e much use [or help fr m
other national maize programs and CIMl\1YT. Hybrids depend on genetic. diversity.
Through exchange of improved germplasm (those with good inbreeding tokram:e and
combining ability) chances ar better for us to develop higher yielding hybridl;. Improved
synthetics or S3/S4 lines with good general combining ability (G A) wuld be a good
starting point. Resistance to diseases (downy mildew. stalk rot, Rhizoctonia sheath hlighl.
etc.) and to com borer should be built into those material'i. ~1any commercial
hybricL varieties in the market aL<;o have problems with viviparyt i.e. premature kernel
gennination in the ean:;. Search for highly productive types with less \ivipary problem
would also help.

Drought is a1 0 becoming a more frequent problem and so resistance to this stress
would be much desired.

That is on the production ide of Philippine corn problem. There are oth r equally
important areas: proces ing, storage and marketing.



To ensW'e acceptance of Philippine com grain in the world market, quality ha to
be assured. About 60% of our com produce is harvested during the rainy months i. e.
August-October, resulting in a big problem in drying and storage. Search fOT genotypes
with resistance to mold formation will have a tremendous impact. Faster drying type of
grain would be a big advantage.

Marketing is a life or death factor for Filipino com farmer. There is a need to
lessen the gap between farm price and that obtained in the feedmills. In this regard, ther
is a need to rationalize the marketing/pricing mechanism. A 5 ton yield is meaningless
unless it translates to economic uplift to the producer. Analysis of the present marketing
structure influencing price detennination and comparing this with what is obtained in other
countries would be useful to learn a lesson. Other related economic studies could be made
in this regard.

Those are oW' needs. What can we offer? We could offer to other program') our
breeding populations improved for combining ability. Partially inbred materials extracted
from those could also be shared in a reciprocal basis. IPB could also cooperate in
nurseries/trials developed for specific stresses naturally occuning already in the Philippines.

Indeed this is a discussion paper only, a springboard for more concrete
collaborative research arrangements which hopefully will be crafted out in this privileged
assembly of Asian maize research workers. With joined hands, we could face the
challenges of tomorrow better prepared.
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Problem
prioritized

Area
affected

('000
ha)

Yield
rednction

(%)

Type of
problem

Suggested
solution

- Lack of genetic Breeding - Gennplasm

diversity for inbred exchange.

development
(hetel'o is)

- Low farm price All Economics - Marketing
tudies.

- Drought 200 90 Breeding - Resistance
breeding.

- Aflatoxin 500 Breeding! - Resistance
Agronomy breeding

- Search cheap
effective
measures.

- Stalk rot 90 50 Breeding - Resistance
breeding.

- Downy mildew 50 95 Breeding - Resistance
breeding.

- Acid soils 100 25 Breeding - Resistance
breeding

- Vivipary 60 40 Breeding - Resistance
breeding
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CONTRIBUTION FOR DISCl SSION iN THE REGIO AI, com
RES ARCH PLAN G AND OORDlNATIO MEETI G

Chamnan Chutkaew
Kasetsart Univ. Bangko~ Thailand.

Probl m
prioritized

Area
affected

Yield
reduction

T)'pe of Sugge ted 'olutions
problem:
1. Breeding
2. Agronomy
3. Polky
4. eed prod uct
5. Other

Drought Throughout the Depends on Breeding - Breeding for
country where rainfall Agronomy drought resistance
shortage of distribution and in conventional and
rainfall. age of plant. biotechnological

approach.

oil problem Northeast, Depends on Breeding - Breeding for low
Central, and soil fertility and Agronomy soil fertility and
South Thailand. others e.g. poor yield trials.

soils, mineral
toxicity.

Diseases Small to big Depends of Breeding - Good sources of
areas. disea e and Agronomy resistant gennplasm.

stage of plant
when damage
occurs.
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Lowland,; Paddy fields Depends on
season and
amount of
rainfall

Breeding
Agronomy
Policy

- Breeding for specific
environment along
with crop manage
ment practices.

- Government policy
to encourage pro
duction becaus of
shortage of com
grain and imported
gram.

Equipment Developing Depends on Breeding - Supported by
countries problems in Agronomy international

field and lab. Policy organizations t:.g.
analy-sis. In nuclear magnetic
case of industry resonance.
if delay will
affect the
product.

Exchange of Developing A lot, if we do Many - Yearly meetings and
visiting countrie not have disciplines workshops in
scientists and capable persons different countries.
training young to succeed.
taft:
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co ITRIBUTION FOR DlSCUSSIO IN THE REGIONAL CORN
RESEARCH PLANNING AND CORDINATTON MEETING.

Rachain Thirapom
Kasetsart Univ. Bangkok, Thailand.

Problem
pri ritized

rea
affected

ield
reduction

Type of problem:
1. Breeding
2. Agronomy
3. Policy
4. Seed prod uct
5. Other

uggested solution

Drought effect Depends on D pends on Breeding - Varietal improve-

distribution of stress at various Agronomy ment., both conven-

yearly rainfall, tages of tional breeding and

particuJary in growth. biotechnology.

early rainy Pre"ious darn
season. howed 15-
• ormaHy 30~ll 25% afyield
of total gro~ing redu -tion.
area ( a 0.3-
0.4 m ha) is
affected.

Nutrient Alma tan 10-25% Agronomy - Agronomi re-
defici ncy, es-

. .
Breeding search.marze growmg

pecially .. areas. - Bre~ding for 1 w
nutrient tr
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SITIJATION OF DOA fAIZE BREEDING IN THAILAND.

Teerasak Manupeerapan
Nakhonsawan Field Crops Res. Center. Tak Fa, Nakhonsawan, Thailand.

Maize production in Thailand is between 3 to 5 m tons per year. The highest
amounl was pr duced in 1985 (4.9 m tons) and the production has been decreasing since
then.

The major consumers of Thai maize are dome tic feed mill and exporters. In
198 , about 76% of the total production was exported to neighboring countries, but
dramatically decreased to export only 5% in 1993. Ac~ording to the Socio-Economi Plan
VII, about 5 m tons of maize were needed in 1993 to meet bolh domestic and exporters
demand, but only 3.6 m tons ofmaize were produ ed. 1bis was dut: to It: .. planting area
and yields lower than expected.

In the past, increasing maize production in ThaiJand wao; due 10 an increase in
planting area. Although many good synthetic and hybrid arieties have been released to
Thai fanners for a long time, national average yield increases are slow. What are the major
constraints, apart from varieties, that cause low yield?

1. Drought stres.'t

It can be said that aU maize growing areas in Thailand are under rainfed conditions.
The amount of rainfall and ils distnbution fluctuate among locations and years.
Unpremeled droughts have oecured more often in the past few years. Yearly average yield
decreases caused by drought is between 20-30% of the total national production.

In the drought prone areas, drought tolerant varieties may help in reducing yield
losses. The Dept. of Agriculture (DOA) Maize Breeding Program has developed and
improved a drought tolerance population (KK-DR) ince 1982. After 4 cycles of S 1
recurrent selection, some synthetic varieties have been developed and the perf01mance .is
quite good. This population improvement program is still going on. We a1. 0 have a
Collaborative Research Project with CIMMYT Drought Network and the Tak Fa location
has been used as DTP-IPTT test site since] 989. Drought stress is different from country
to country and from region to region depending upon geography and topography.
Therefore, a regional drought tolerance network is necessary for solving this regional
problem.

Tolerance to waterlogging

To increase maize production to meet the present demand of 5 m tons, increasing
both yield and planting area are the solutions. Since there are limitations on land planted
with field crops, the conversion of rice field into field crop may be the way out. Growing
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maize in paddy fields, replacing winter rice, not only solve the shortage of maize
production but also solve the shortage of water for irrigation in winter rice and the smplus
of rice production.

Maize is an upland cr p. Yield losses due to excess water or waterlogging is
extremely high. Soil preparation, cultural practices, and water drainage methods can solve
the problem. In addition, any varietIes that possess tolerance to waterlogging, will help to
a certain extent, to reduce yield losses. Screening techniques and availability of gennplasm
with waterlogging tolerance are needed in our breeding program.

3. Low soil fertility

Thai farmers know the advantage of fertilizer use, but this is quite ex-pensive for the
farmers. Effective fertilization comes along \\-ith high soil moisture. Unfortunately, rainfall
in most areas is unpredictable. Therefore, the benefit of fertilization is under high risk and
farmers can not afford these. Any varieties that can produce reasonable yield under low
soil fertility or with a small amount of fertilizer may help to increase the average yield and
reduce the risks on money invested. P and K are adequate in most soil types in Thailand.
So, any varieties that can produce high yield under low are welcome. Most OPVs are
tolerant to low N conditions and produce a reasonable yield, but it is doubtful that hybrid
varieties may have a similar performance. We are looking for breeding gennplasm and
evaluation teclmiques to sele t for tolerance to this character.

4. Early maturity

Early maturitY' varieties are good to escape drought! particuIady where droughl is
unpredictable. Early maturing varieties require shorter time in the field than late varieties.
Thus, growing early maturity varieties will take Jess risk if drought occurs than growing late
varieties. Furthermore, intercropping of different crops with maize will result in a more
efficient USe of soli moisture and nutrients.

Early maturity varieties suitable for Thai farmers' conditions are varietie that an
be harvested within 90 day after planting, Early maturing germplasm of with high yield
potential is needed in ow' breeding program.

5. Downy mildew

Since 1970, down mildew h3s caused major yield 10 ses in Thailand.
PerolloscIerosporu sorghl, a fungus, causes downy mildew disease in Thailand, which is
different from the Philippines and Indonesia downy mildews. Downy mildew resistant
varieties from Thailand also show resistance in many other countries.

Downy mildew disease in Thailand has been under control since 1975 after the
releac;e of the Suwan I variety. Since then, downy mildew susceptible varieties are
onverted to resistance by using Suwan 1 as resistant ouree and the results are satisfactory.
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Screening techniques, and resistant sources can be supplied to other countries,
particularly to countries that suffer damage from th~ downy mildew disease.

6. Hybrid technology

Theoretically a good hybrid should be developed from inbred lines derived from
dIverse gennplasm sources. Ideally, inbred lines from tropical background cros ed to
inbred lines from temperate material will result in a hybrid with high yield potential.
Unfonunately, downy mildew is a major bamer in tropicalizing temperate geffilplasm,
particularly in Thailand. To overcome this problem, we suggest an active oUahoration in a
regional network along with CIMMYT worldwide net, arks. Thi· can supply temperate
gennplasm to regional and national program:. At pr ,'cnt, less than 10°& of temperate
gennplasm is mvol ed in Thailand maize breeding program and genetic erosion of such
temperate materiall foreseen.
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Problem
prioritized

Area
affected
(%)

Yield
reduction
(0/0 per
year)

Type of problem
1. Breeding
2. Agronomy
3. Policy
4. Seed product
S. Other

uggested solutions

Drought 40 20-50 - Agronomy - lnfonnation
- Breeding - Gennplasm

Low fertility 60 40 Breeding Gennplasm

Flooding 20 10 - Breeding - Screening
- Agronomy lechruque. ,

- Germplasm

St3lk rot 20 10 - Breeding ermpJasm

Borer 20 10 - Breeding - Gennplasm

,L\fJ.atoxin - Screening
gronomy techniques,

- Breeding - Gennplasm
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A DOCUMENT CONTRIBITflON TO THE REGIONAL MAIZE RESEARCH
PLAN ING AND COORDINATION MEETING.

Pham Van Bien
Inst. of Agric. Res. of Sou1h Vietnam. lIo Chi Minh City, Vietnam.

Maize produ tion in Vietnarn has achieved a strong development. 'The growing
area to hybrid maize has been increasing contributing (0 increase maize production and
economic efficiency of maize plantings. This has Jead (0 a quick expansion of the maize
growing areas. The Sth Asian Regional Maize Workshop held in Vietnam in ovember
1993, did encourag maize speciali ts, maize growing faffilcrs and policy makers in
Vietnam. The regional cooperation has become a need for further deve10pmenl of maize
production and research in our country.

1. Production problems.

- Low yield of maize on problem soils: a idie, degraded, waler togging in rainy season.
Drought incidence in early rainy season.

- Insect pests: Stem borers, ear wonn, grasshopper.
- Disease: Rhizoctonia sheath blight, EIWinia stalk rot in lowlands.

Weed control.
Drying and storage of grain in rainy season.
Seed production and processing, specially for hybrid maize.
Consumption, price fluctuation.
Small investment and credit.

2. Research priorities.

. Breeding:

- Collection and introduction of new gennplasm.
- Improvement of open pollinated varieties (OPVs).
- Hybrid maize (domestic and imported).
- Early maturing hybrids and varieties.

Stalk lodging resistance.
- Yield trials.
- Quality hybrid seed production.

B. Agronomy:

- Efficiency of N, P, and K fertilizers applied in different soils.
Optimum plant population in different conditions (varieties, soils, etc.).

- Maize-based cropping systems and economic analysis.
- Use of herbicides.

Insect pests and diseases management (resistant varieties, cultural, chemical
contro~ elc.).
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3. Enen ion work:

To release relevant hybrids and high yielding OPV..
- Identification of proper cultural practices for hybrids in relevant conditions (regions,

fanner input etc.).
- Package of technology for fanners.

Production of hybrid seed.
- Cooperation with private sector to produce hybrid se d at low co t.
- Development of extension facilities and methodology.

4. Offering regional collaboration:

Development of OPVs from domestic and introduced geImplasm ..
- Techniques of transfer winter maize (transplanting maize) on wet land (Red river delta)

Techniques of maize growing on untilled-wet land after floating rice crop
(Mekong river delta).

EX1ension work on hybrid maize development.

5. Role ofCIMMYT-ARMP:

- Coordination on geImplasm/infonnation exchange.
• Consultations.

Research contracts and collaboration with Vietnam National Maiz
Research Programs (NARP).
Training support for NARPs.in upgrading human resources.
Establish a Regional Network covering several common problems.
Organize study and monitoring tours.
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W DEVELOP.MENTAL STEPS OF MAIZE PRODUCTION IN VIETNAM
ITS LIMITING FACTORS AND PROBLEl\tlS

FOR COLLABORATIVE RESEAR H.

Tran Hong Uy
National Maize Res. Inst. Dan Phuong, Vietnam.

~1ai.ze is an important food crop in Vietnam. II ranks second after rice in planting
area of 500,000 ha, or only 10% of the area planted to rice. However maize has played
and will pay an important role in the livestock development of Vietnam. During the last
years, technical progreso in the development of improved maize varieties and hybrid' and
agronomy has be~D rapidly transfered to falmers. These improvements have allowed to
make fast progress in increasing maize yield and production, specially in the la"t 2 years,
wh n a regulation in production occurred in Vietnam through "a change of cropping
!>)'slems and mullicropping".

In the rice single crop based systems in the Mekong delta, the Central Coastal
Region, and particularly in the Northern Plains, fanners grow 2 or crops of rice per year.
Now they plant 2 rice crops and 1 maize or legume crop to reduced damage caused by
insects and diseases damages and to get higher economic benefits. TI,e hybrid maize
growing areas in the plains with intensive cultivation have expanded quickly and
continuously. In 1993, it reached 50,000 ha and in 1994 we plan to cover 100,000 ha.
The average hybrid maize yield is 4-5 tlha. By the year 2000 we are expecting to have I m
ha planted to maize in which about 50% will be planted to hybrid maize (in intensive
cultivation areas with inigation systems) with an average yield of 3 vha.

However, during the expansion of maize production and development process, we
have encountered severallirniting factors in production and research. Th~ limiting factors
are drought, storms causing stalk lodging' waterlogging, diseases and insect pests; soils with
low fertility and aluminum toxicity in highland, coastal acid and saline oils specially in the
Mekong delta; poor farmers lacking capital; seed production: processing and, packaging are
not at the level ofyield quality e ds.

The on-farm research and demonstration network of new hybrids and production
technologies in different agroecological regions is weak.

We are making efforts to overcome these constraints. However in addition we met
several difficulties in research work such as lack of adequate gennplasm: methodologies,
research equipment, financial resources, etc. As an example, the development of drought
tolerant, stalk lodging resistant, waterlogging, acidity and salinity tolerant varieties or
hybrids is a difficult work. It requires good breeding materials, good methodology,
equipment and financial support. The development of varieties or hybrids resistant to some
insects or diseases such as downy mildew, banded leaf and sheath blight (Rhizoctonia
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salemi), leaf blights and, stem borers is a difficult task. The development of earty maturing
varieties or hybrids having high yield and high grain quality is also difficult.

During many years of conducting research and development work in Vietnam, we
have seen that with the exception of some big countries having potentialities and traditions
in research in Asia, such as China, India, and Thailand, most of the other countries
encounter difficulties to olve orne problems in research and how to overcome some of
these problems by themselves. l'vlany of these problems are also limiting factors
inproduction at regional level. So, we believe that a research cooperation between different
countries in the region will bring a higher efficiency in sol\ling those problem.

From the Vietnam side, we propose to cooperate with other I;ountries for the
development of varieties and hybrids tolerant to drought, stalk lodging resistance, acid and
saline tolerance, resi tance to major insects and diseases i.e. tern borers, banded leaf and
sheath blight, downy mildew, leaf blights; and in the development of early maturing
varietie and hybrids. The way we can cooperated will be concretely discussed in the
planning meeting next October 1994.

We welcome th initiatives of CIMN1YT and FAO-RAPA creating the conditions
and organizing the Asian countries to participate in the Maize Improvement and
Dissemination Network in order to solve common probJems of the region, in the field of
variety development and agronomy and helping each other in specific problems if they
request.

Vietnam Maize Research and Development Program will accept its responsibilities
in the regionaJ cooperation program and is ready to exchange its research results with oilier
countries in the research network as requested. For example Vietnam is transfering the
technology of transplanting maiz to other countries as requested by FAO.

We hope also to collaborate, to learn and to receive research results and
experiences trom other countries.
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REGIONAL CORN RESEARCH PLANNING AND COORDINATlO
:MEETING.

Tunya KunIa
Resedfch Department, Cargill ,'eeds Ltd, Thailand.

Problem
prioritized

Area
affected

Yield
reduction

Type of Suggested solution
problem:
1. Breeding
2. Agronomy
3. Policy
4. Seed prod uct
5. Other

Drought 70% in 30-100% Breeding - Breeding for drought
Thailand Agronomy tolerance.

- Breeding for early
maturity.

- Have more multiloca-
tion testing.

Low fertility 80% in 30% Breeding - Breeding for low soil
Thailand Agronomy fertility.

- Crop rotation.

Diseases 20% in 10% Breeding - Introduce resist.ant

Thailand, Agronomy gennplasm
70% in - Breeding for pest
Philippines resistance

- Develop multiple re-
sistance sources

Com borer 10% in Same Same as above
'l'hailand,
> 25% in
Philippin~s



Post harvest 80% in 30% Breeding -Breeding for good
Philippines, Agronomy post harvest quality.
40(% in -Government expand
Thailand post-harvest facilities

and infrastructure.
-Government sup-

port for better post -
harvest technologies.

Expansion of 20~·o in 20-50% Breeding -Suitable hybrids.
corn growing Thailand Agronomy -Land preparation.
under paddy Policy -Govenunentpolicyto
field support farmers.

Recommendation for CIMMYT:

I. Deeply understand and identifY farmer's requirements from each country.
2. Developed more specific germplasm (i.e. drought tolerance, specific disease

resistance, good standability, earliness, tolerance specific to soil problems, good post
harvest quality) for each climatic region.

3. Distribute early generation ( 2-S4) lines to the public.
4. Closely work with government sector in each country.
5. Good communication and cooperation with private sector.
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crnA'S STAFF vlE\\; A..'\ID TGGE lIONS 0 M:UZE RESEARCH
PRIORITIES A.."'ID P LI IES FOR OllTHEAST ASIA.

Tawatchai Prasatsri 'upab, Palcharee Konghiran and Kriangsak Suwantaradon
Ciba Geigy Seeds. Thailand.

.-\.. Problem:

• Po r rainfall distribution and shortage of rainfall at [he end of the rainy season in
Thailand .

. olution:

• CThJ)..rrT or national programs shouIJ I.oncenlrate m developing drought tolerant
populations and inhred line with orange yellow kernel color.

• The private sector and national programs SilOUld de dop rnatt:rial in various maturity
groups :uch as extra early (harvest withrn 85 day ) and full season maiurity (harve t
within 125 days). The suitable hybrids will be accepted by farmers m t:ach region.

The national program should set up re earch project and demonstration for no Lillag
or minimum tillage procedures to ave soil moisture content. Methods of land
preparation application of loe-al machinery and herbicide, suitable sealiOfL location and
soil type should be re earched.

B. Problem:

• ~ome soils have hardpan at 10 to 45 em below the surface due to many years 0

WOlking tium equipment or du(; to h avy rain and have a heavy conl,;.entration f ill
and clay.

Solution:

• The national prograrru:; should identify areas, soil s"rial types that are prone to 11ardpan
and start activities to break hardpan.

The natlonal programs should demonstrate how to usc: subsoiler >r rusel plow and
tractor to break hardpan.

C. Problem:

• To increase produ tivitv ofgrain corn produ~ti n under varying stress conditions
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olution:

• eed soil analysis service from government sector in order to recommend lime
app1Jcation before chemical fertilizer applicatiDn under infertile soil with IDW pI-L

• The Department of Agricultural Extension should demonstrate lhe pack<lge program
for crop rotation with legumes.

• Cl.Ivf1vlYT'the national program. :h uld improve som material tolerant to waler
lDgging and high plant densJty for late rainy seaSOJL

D. Problem:

• Com grO\ving areas are expanding into paddy fields m the dry season in Thailand and
Vietnam.

Solution:

• CI:M.;.\ifYT.'the natiDnal program. and the private sector should develop uitable "arieties
and h. brids [or paddy fields.

• Eal..h national program should research how to prepare land Dr seed bed under heavy
clay soil in paddy fields in order {Q inl,;rease grain yield.

E. Problem:

• ~eed materials resistant to the Rhizoctonia banded leaf and sheath blight and om
borer in man.. S utheast Asian countries.

Solution:

• l""'Th.1:tvIYT i the nah( nal programs should establish a network lor gerrnplasm screening,
lesting, and improvemenl.

• Use biotechnology to assist ~onventional breeding schemes to identU)' transgenic
source of resistant gennplasm.

• Variety protection or breeder right law arc important to import transgenic seed with
resistance to these important diseases and .insects.

F Problem:

Indonesia's laws ban or limit t 2 shipments the import of F1 hybrid com seed. This
forces seed companies to put up their own seed plant or . ell parental seed if they want to
erve the Indonesian com seed market.
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Solution:

• Dialogue with Indonesian government officials about the benefits of liberalized import
of hybrid com seed. Fanners will benefit by having a greater opportunity to select the
best hybrid. In Thailand, com fanners already have this option.
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Problem
Prioritized

Area
affected

Yield
reduction

Type of
problem

Suggested solutions

Poor rainfall 70°10 in 30-100°'0 Breeding Drought tolerant
distribution Thailand populations

Extra early and full
season maturity

Agronomy No tillage and minimum
tillage

Hardpan 70~'o in 20% Agronomy Break hardpan and
Thailand equipment

Increase 100°'0 in 20--l0~o Agronomy ,'oil analysis service.
productivity Thailand Apply lime under

low pH
Crop rotation with
legumes

Breeding Water logging and
high plant density
tolerance germplasm

Com growing Paddy field') Breeding uitable varieties and
in paddy under hybrids
fields inigation Agronomy Land preparation

method

Rhizoctonia banded Philippines Breeding Screen test and geffil-
leaf and sheath Vietnam plasm improvement.
blight,
Com borer Philippines Biotechnology Identify and transgenic

germplasm
Policy Variety protection and

breeder right laws

Import seed Indonesia Policy Allow hybrid com
seed imports
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BACKGROU II) I FORJ\1ATION FORDISClVSION I THE REGIONAL
.;. lAIZE RESEARCH PLANNI~G \t~n COORDINATIO. MEETING.

( :trIos De Leon and lame E. Lothrop
CThThf'{l-AR\tIP, P.O. Bo. 9-188. Bangkok 10900, Thailand.

Factors as prioritie in rest;;arch at Ihe Asian regional level:

1. Early germplasm.
! Drought tolerance.

Hybrid oriented gennplasm development.
~. Tolerance to low fertility.
5. Downy mildew re istance.
6. Acid soil toleranc .
7. Resistance to banded leaf and sheath blight.
~. 1 olerance to waterlogging
9. Com borer lolerance.

lotl1 1m Am Ilhclld ~T titters
uill • ~

!In91lduli 3,000 2,000 1,000 1,500 1,000
B~u! In 45,000 10,000 20,000 10,000
CJlbQ~I' 40, DOD 20,000 10,000 20, 000 10 ,000 tO,OOO
S. Cblnl 2,1 • I • U. 1. I I SOO,OOO 200,000 100,000 100,000
Ind il f • 3 • 2 I 3 • 1 • 500, 000 500 ,000 500,000 U. Z

Indanesi I 3,6, ] . U. I I Z. I • ,. m,ooo 500,000 50,000
LIOS 31,000 20, 000 10,000 20,000 20,000 15,000 10,000 5,000 5,000
h 11"11 21,000 15,000 21,000 5, 000
W'ln'lI 150,000 15, 000 100,000 50,000 50,000 25,000 20,000
Htal i 150,000 5011,000 100,000 50,000 SOD, 000 SO,OOO 100,000 100,000 m,ooo 100,000

P.k i sUn 900,000 150,000 500,000 250,000 300,000 50,000 100,000 250,000 100,000
p~ i 1iaPlnu 1.4 I 2 I 1 • I • 2 • 2 • I • ,. §OO,OOO I •
S'i L.nka 10, DOD 20, DOD 10, DOD 10,000 ZO,OOO 10,000 5, 000
hi.,n 50,000 ZO 000 20,000 SO, ODD 20.000 to, 000 10, 000 20,000 20,000
Thill ~nd 1.5 • 300,000 150,000 I , m,ooo 1 , JOO,OOO m,ooo JOO,OOO
VI_Inn 500,000 100,000 400,000 200,000 250.000 200,000 200, 000 200,000 50,000

lot II ",121,000 10,991,000 10,'H,ODO a,lH,OOO !,961,500 6,595,000 3,900,000 UOO,OOO 1.m.00O 1, 440,000

The above values are based on various sources including personal information.

Suggestion~:

1. Early germplasm (80-85 Jays to harvest):
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To be worked in mtemational evaluatton nursenes induding :mtries rom various
OlU"ces. These would be mostly available from national programs in Lhe region

ClJ\,L\!li l can contribute with new early gerrnpla m. . rurserie can b distIihuted
throughout the region 1 'f evaluation anu elc~ti(ln 01 best cntli s. CTh lI\IYT- '\R]IJP and
t.h~ l\laize Res. I)]j'e-:loralc, India hav an ongoing CoUaborMive Projeci to bret:d for t=Mly
wrute and y~Uow population.. Olher programs can participate Ul thl;; evaluation/select; m r
bulks or sd~~ted progenies in Lht'se IvY' p pulations.

C1\ lYT-AR.!\.IP is lrutiating population impr vemenl of Mo extra cart -DIvlR
populatiuns through reciprm;al recurrent s lection in Di\l nurs~nc!>. fop ",ros. yield trial.
'an be mad available t a Limited numbet of programs intere. teu ill te ting these Fls.
Fxchange and sharing ot informallOn vill be required.

Se eral drought tokram population. \"aneties hybrids ar already available Irom
orne in ·t1turion.' to national programs, private ector, and CIM1IYT. Breeding for

tOlerance 10 drought IS a lime consuming and difficull lask. Evaluation 01 a"ailahk
gennplw m ~ould he done through I egi nal nurseries. Breeding for tolelan\..~ ot selected
gem1pI~m ,an lat~r be practi\.;ed m special hreeding nurseries eslabli. hed hy nauonal
programs. E. 'change and sharing ot inl >rmarion will bt: required. ClvThfYT-, \R...\'IP CJn

eoUect entries and orgaruz<; .:uch nurseries

3. H)' brid oriented g nnplasm development

This nursery ~oulu b open to all instituti n' Vvilling to Ie t cnuies iliat have sho\vn
p tential as parenlal materials. It is not intended to compelt: vvith final products entered m
the T.~ M.T.

H~ blid trials are nO\\' available tram Cfi\'f!\lYT-Mexic >. In 1995, Cll\ n']
AR..\1P will inttiale generation and distribution uf top eros' trials in two late-D 'm. and two
extra early-D!\'1R population.. while and yellow, to be impruved through recIprocal
reeUIT nt ~elecu n in Dl\l nw·sene·. S cd of 'elected lines from tht: trials will hI;; madt;
available to all mterested programs. r..xchangt: and sharing of infonnatlOn on elecled lines
\,\'ill b required.

+. TuJerance to 1m\-" tertIlIty:

This is one 1 the rno I important ta tors limiting maize yields in Asia. Ibere is
e\idence for genetic dulerences in maize germplasm for tolerance to grO\ an I yield under
low fertility 'onditions. Two or three strong national programs can take the lead in thi
pro.1e~t h~ evaluating everal cntnes under poor soil fertility conditions. specially low N.
Selection can he initlated and breeding for tolerance to grow under loVoi >.r can be initiated.
Aft~r ~-4 cycles of sele"tion. a cycle' of 'election trial can indi ale amount of progress
achieved through this pro ess. . few. imple methods of testing!. ele",tion shoulJ be
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analyzed to check their advantages and to be used by programs doing research in this area.
The relationship between drought tolerance and tolerance to low fertility should be srudi d.

5. Downy mildew resistance:

[n 5.opite of the successful seed treatment available to avoid DM infection, genetic
resistance for DM is still required for several countries. Several programs in the region are
doing selection for DIvfR using disease nurseries. A more intensive ex hange of D. fR
germplasm is rt;quired, specially by countries requiring this character. C~fYT-ARMP

has established 'oUaboralive Projects '''ith Kaset<;aJ1 UniV'. and the Urnv. of Southern
~1indanao (US~:l) to screen and breed its populations in Dt\l nur'eries established at
Suwan Farm and USt\l Agrie. Res. Center.

6. Acid soil tolerance:

Nurseries and Lrials generated by CrrvUvIYT's South American Regional ~1aiz

Program (SARlvIP) could be used as the initial stage for evaluation/selection of gennplasm.
A project between SAR1vIP and AR1v1P to select simultaneously for both acid soil tolerance
and DMR has heen initiated. Thi. will benefit programs in the reglon that require I'his
germplasm. Te 'Iing and selection can be practiced in Indonesia. Philippines. and Vietnam.

7. R"sisLance to banded kaf and sheath blighl:

A fe",,' programs in tht region ar already involved in selecting for resistance w this
disease in dis ase nurseries using artificial ino\;ulations of Ihe fungus. Gennplasm selected
in various programs can be assembled in regional nurselles to detcnnine their "aluc as
sources of disease resistance and desirable agronomic characters.

Recently Cllv.L.\,rrT-A~IP has eslabli hed a Collaborative Project to seleCt/breed
tor resi tan e to this disease with the ~1aizt;; Res. Directorate-fndia, an I th~ Guangxi Maize
Res. In t., China. \\'hen ready for di tribution. material generated at these 2 nUl erie will
be made available Lo interested programs in trials including gCITIlplasm selected by other
programs. Due to restrictions recently imposed by the Chin se Plant Quarantine
authorities. it is ditlicull to send nurseries and t receive germplasm selected m this
countl)'. One or two additional alternative locations tor selection are being considered.

8. Toleran e to waterlogging:

There are no reports at regional level of work previously done in this area. . fe~

entries have been selected by the Maize program at Pantnagar, India. Re-:enLly. a
Collaborative Project ha been agreed with the Maize Res. Directorate-India Lo promote
the selection for tolerance to this problem. lnfonnatlon would b~ of benefit to other
programs in countries in the region where waterlogging represents a problem in maize
producti n_ In 1995, yield trials can be assembled with entries selected as lolerant to this
problem and evaluated in other countries with. similar problems (Vietnam. Philippines,
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Bangladesh. lndone ia. Pakistan. China, de.). Relation of drought toleran e and
waterlogging toleran~e should be studied.

9. Com borer tolerance:

For the last 3 years, Cl:\.1MYT-AR..l\1P has established a ollaborative Project to
breed for com borer tolerance with the Maize Res. Directorate, India and the Inst. of Plant
Breeding (IPB), Philippim:s. Materials prov d resistant from other programs. CIM~1YT
Mexico and those select~d from bo!.h India and Philippines can be assembled in )ield trials
to test their peliormance lor agronomic characters. Trials can be distributed throughout
the region when it is considered that levels of tokrance have been increased.

CllvThfYT can participate in aU the above projects as follows:

a. In suggesting and supplying seed of entries available in cnvllvfYr's program iliat fil. the
requirements of the spccitic re carch projects.

b. A'sist in disLribution of gennplasm developed by national programs in the tonn of
tlialJ , breeding andlor observation nurseries.

c. Supply information and references on the various subjects of research.

d. SUPPOl1 exchange of visits to oUler program' in the region working on si..mi.IM or
related projects of research.

e. Send scientists to C:Ilv1A1YT-Mexico for Advances Courses for Project Leaders when
courses and scientisrg are availahle.

f. Otht:rs (suggestions welcome)



Sl~1ARIES OF SESSIONS J, I [ AND m.

SESSIO . T: PRIORlTY RESEARCH TOPICS.

A list of scientists involved in five group and Sununary of Priori Research
Topics identified by the differenl groups in Scs Ion I follows.

Group 1:

Group 2:

Group 3.

Group 4'

GrOUp 5:

A. S. Khehra
Mohammed Saleem
. lichael . 10ms
Elpldio Bautista
Rachain Thirapom
Tunya Kunta

!\,fohammed AsJam
Firdaus Kasirn
Tran Hong Uy
Chen Zong Long
Charnnan Chutkaew
Sukaserne ChitJ ing

SUbandi
.'\rtemio Salazar
Patcharee .Konghiran
Chokchai Akkatasanawan
Somsak Sonwai
Monni Kongdang

. N. Singh
hen Zehui

Tawatchai Prasatsrnupab
Marsum Dahlan
Pham Van Bien
James E. Lothrop

B D, Agrawal
Narong Chomchalow
Teerasak Manupeerapan
Pacholk Pongpanich
Poomsan Silpisomkosol
"arlos De Leon
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Ses ion [: Priority research topics.

GROUP #1

: . Localized problem :

Fodder quality
Lodging
T,ow temperatures
Giainquality
ivlarketing
Post-harvestlstorag .

B. Generalized problems~

Drought
.arly maturity
Water togging
Stem borer (Chilo)
Diseases (downy mildew, stalk rots, maydis leaf blight)
Low fertility soils
Seed production constraints (quantity, quality. price, cost

of production)
Technology transfer.

e . ion I: Priority research to pies.

GROUP #2

Drought toleranc
Earliness (right maturity)
Tolerance to excess water
Tolerance to com borer
Problem soils:

a) Low fertility in soils (low N)
b) Acid soils

Diseases downy mildew, anded leaf and heath blight, maydis leaf
blight, and talk rots.

Grain quality at harvest.
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Se sion I: Priority research topics.

GROUP #3

Thailand: Drought
Soil problems (low fertility acidity)
Water logging
Low yields
Low fertility

Low organic matter
Po t-harvest problems (grain type and quality, humidity, and storage

technology)
Disea 'es, (downy mildew, maydis leaf blight (potential problem»
Low prices

Pakistan: Lack of early-maturing varieties
Drought
Stem borer (Chillo partel/us)
Diseases (maydis leafblight)
Water logging
Seed production

India: Drought
Excess water damage (early stage flooding)
Stem borer (Chilo partellus)
Slalk lodging
Seed production supply
Cold tolerance (ram crop)

Philippines: Seed storage facilities (germplasm storage)
Lack of seed
Inadequate breeding materials (not enough genetic diversity)
Lack of technology transfer
Diseases (downy mildew, banded leaf heath blight)
Stem borer
Market instability.
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Session 1: Priority researcb topics.

ROllP#4

Drought tolerance
Water logging tolerance
Early and extra early maturit_
Rhizoctonia banded leaf and sheath blight
Development and improvement of hybrid oriented germplasm
Asian com borer resistant gennplasm

Problems by country:

Indonesia: Drought
Waterlogging
Early maturity
Acid soil
Low oil fertility

hina: Drought
Low soil fertility
Ear rots

talk rots
Cutworm
Turcicum leaf blight

India: Drought
Waterlogging
Early matwity
Hybrid research & development
Rhizoctonia leaf blight
Post-flowering stalk rots
Asian com borer

Thailand: Drought
Soil hard pan
Rhizoctonia leaf blight
Free seed importation
Complete pacl<a2e of tecbnolo2Y lackiruz: to fanners
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Vietnam:

ARMP:

Lack of complete package of technology for fanner
Hybrid research & development
Aflatoxm resistance
Rhizoctonia leaf blight
Water logging.

Hybrid maize gemlplasm development
Acid soil
Downy mildew
Asian com borer
Extra early maturity
Water logging

Session I: Priotiry research topics.

GROVP#5

For tropical lowlands:

For subtropical areas:

Drought tolerance
Low fertility soils
Earline, s
Technology for Maize after rice
Water logging
Rhizoctonia banded leaf and sheath blight
Hybrid technology (tropical heterotic populations)
Acid soils-Aluminum toxicity

Drought tolerance
Low fertility soils
Earliness
Water logging.

Conclusions of Plenary in Session I.

In the Plenary Session follo?ving the identification ofPriority esearch Topics,
Drs. A. S. Khehra and l\t alem prioritized and summarized the problems identified by
the frve groups as follows:
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1 Drought
2. Early matunty
3. Waterlogging
4. ~om borer
5 Low oil fertility and acid soils
6. Diseast:s (Jowny mildew, banded leaf and shl:alh blight, stall rots,

ear rots, and maydis leaf blight).
7. rrain qualit} at harvest (Aflatoxin contamination)



SES 'TO II: SUGGESTED SOLl rnONS TO PROBLEt\IS IDEN'! IFlED.

The participants in L 'c. sion IT were distributed into five different groups and lhe
Suggested Solutions to problems were itkntified as foIl ws:

Group 1:

liroup 2:

Gruup 3:

Group -t:

Group 5:

A. S. Khehra
Wcerasak Duangjan
Patcharet: Konghiran
Marsum Dahlan
Pachol1. Pongparuch
Teera 'al\ Alanupeerap n

'lohammad Sale'm
Firdaus Kasim
Chokchai Akk"la.sanawan
Pham Van Bi~n

13. D. Agrawal
..l\rtemio Salazar

Poomsan Silpisornlusol
Michael t'dorris
Tr;;tn Hong Uy
Somsak Sonwai
Elpidio Bautista
Chamnan Chutkaew

~lohammad Aslam
Rachain Thirapom
Tunya l(unta
Chen Zehui
Sukaseme Chjlsing
Carlos De Leon

Chen 7.ong Long
K _", Singh
Subandi
\Jontfl hongdang
Tawatchai Prasatsnsupuh
James E. Lotm'op
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PR08LF~M

1. DROUGHT

Session U: Suggested solutions to prohiems.

GRO'[Tp #1

SOLUTIO S

eritial period for drought occurranc
anthesis, seedling.

- Breeding - identifY gennplasm. Select the highest
yielding varieties under drought and irrigated
conditions.

- Retest ver a wide range of environments to confirm.

2. WATER LOGGBJG

3. LO\V FERTILITY

4. CORN DORER

5. DISEASFS

6. GRAIN QUALITY

7. V,\RIETY WITH
RIGHT 1'.1.'\TLrroTY

- Critical periods: grain filling, seedling, knee height,
aU SL1gCS.

- Select the higher yielding varieties under water
logging for one week.

- This is an agronomic issue.
- \pply organic matter. fertilizer.
- Identify and select varieties under low

feltility in fanners' condition .

- IdentifY resi ·tant germplasm.
- C.IMJ\,fYT might supply the resistant germplasm.
- Screening gennplasm should be done in the country

with corn borer problem.
- Wait for Bt gene from Ciba.

Identify resistant materials and breed for resistance.
- Chemical control.

- Management issue.
- Post harvest technology.
- Harvest at the right maturity (low moisture content).

- Earliness (80 + 5DAP)
- Intermediate (l00 + SDAP)
- Late (120 -r SDAP)
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Session II: Suggested solutions to problems.

GROUP #2

Presence of problems in various countrie :

Problem China Indonesia Pakistan Vietnam Thailand

1. Drought .; \/ J J .;

2. Early maturity J J J J J

3. Low soil fertility and J J J J
acidity.

4. Water logging J J J

5. Com borer J J ./ J

6. Downy mildew J ,J

7. Seed production and
quality.

Others

present,

- Post harvest
- Southern leaf blight
- Stalk rot

::= absent)
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'ession II: Suggested solutions to problems.

GROUP #2

Problem Germplasm
development

Crop
Managemt.

Res.

Policy action Extension

1. Drought T, P, V, C, >I< T, P, V, C T,P, V V

2. Earline, s T,P, v,e, >I< T,P, V V, T,P

3. Excess water V V V,T

-to eom borer P, V, C,'" P

5. Low fertility T,P V, C, T,P, V,C T,P, V

G. Diseases I,P, V, C, >l< P,V, T T,P. V

7. Grain quality T P V C, >I<

T = Thailand
P = Pakistan
V = Vietnam
C = CIMMYT

... = Private Sector
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Germplasm needed for drougbt areas.

GROUP #2

Problem ThaiJand Vietnam Philippines

Maturity 80-90 days 80-100 days 75-100 days

Earliness required - Extra early/early - Early/intermediate - E:lI..1ra early/early/
intennediate

Color - Yellow - Yellow - Yellow, white

Grain type - Flint, semiflinl - Flint, semif1int - Flint semiflinl
- Dent

Quality - Oil - Protein, oil - Protein oil

Characters - Deep root - Deep root - Deep root
- Good stalk - Good stalk - Good stalk
- Small leaf - Small leaf - Small leaf
- Erect leaf - Erect leaf - Erect leaf

- Few tassel branches
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Session II; Suggested solutions to problem .

GROVP#3

PROBLEM SOLUTIO, S

1. DROUGHT

- Timing unpredictable - Early maturing gennplasm
- Moisture conservation
- Tolerant germpJasm
- Adjust planting dates
- Irrigate

2. EARLINESS

- Early at planting time or - Drainage
seedling stage - Water managemenl

- Adjust planting d.ltes

3. WATER LOGGING

- Early (planting, seed- - Drainage
ling stage) - WaleI' management

- Tolerant gennpLasm
- Adjust pL1nting dates

~. COR BORER

- Chilo partellus - Tolerant gennplasm
- Asidn com borer - Chemical contro]

- Adjust planting dates
- !PM

5. LOW FERTllJTI

- Low nitrogen - Fertilizer
- Low organic matt I' - Ge.m1plasm
- Areas with low pH - Crop management ft"~":\rch
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6. DISEASES

- Downv mildew
- . '1aydis leaf blight
- Stalk rot
- Banded l~af and sheath

blight

- Resistant gennpla m
- Chemical c ntrol - IPtvl
- Cultural practices
- Adjust planting dates

7. GRAIN QUALITY AT HARVE'T

- IIu 'k cover
- Rotting
- Low oil content
- Low quality protein

- Husk quality/length
- Lodging resi ranee
- Drooping ear
- Breeding for quality

Session 11: Suggested solutions to problems.

GROUP#4

PROBLEM

1. DRO TGfIT

Critical stage

Gennplasm

Objectives

Traits

- AI flowering
- Al knet: high
- At grain fiUjng

- Medium and full season maturity
- YeUow flint!. emi flint

To develop cultivars which an give nor
mal yield in normal rainfed situation
and can sustain in occasional drought
ituations in both hybridslvarietie ,

- Identification of various simple para
meler which can be used 10 measure
resistance/susceptibility of genotype .

- AS1, prolificacy, high planting density
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Methodology

2. EXCE 'S SOIL .MOl TIIRE.

haracterized by:

Most crih~al state:

Extent f damage depends on:

Objectives:

- Collection, evaluation of local, regional,
and exsoti germplasm.

- Evaluation of gennplasrn in both normal
and limited irrigated situations (by pro
iding tre s at knee high, flowering

and grain filling).
- Testing of suitable l:-ultivars at multilo a

tions in rainfed ituation.

- I-leavy and frequenl rainfall
- Poor drainage, hardpan
- Creating temporary water logged ondi-

tions at one or other stage of crop
growth.

- Seedling to flowering

- Duration of water togging
- Soil characteristics
- • tage of development of crop
- Intensity of sunlight
- Tolerance of different genotypes (Adven-

titious roots, aerenchyma cells in
cortex. etc.)

- Identification of various parameters
which would allow measurement of
resistant/susceptible genotypes.

- Development of suitable creening
techniques to create various levels of
water logging condition in field.

- fo develop uitable cultivars in early,
medium and full eason maturity
group which can sustain occasional
waterlogged situations.
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3. EARLY MATURlTY.

bjectives

- To develop cultivars, both hybrids and
varieties, that matw-e in less than 85
days in yellow and white having re
sistance to F disease.

- To break negative correlation in early
maturity and grain yield.

- CIYllV1YT (ARMP-Thailand): Yellow
and White eXira early populations,
resi'itant to DM and turcicum leaf
blight, aiming to develop heterotic
pools.
India: - Two pools (yellow & white)

- Four heterotic pools
Indonesia: - Yellow and white pools
China: - YeUow

,All countries "'ill have access to materials developed by ClliUvlYT-ARlvfP having
resistance to OM and turcicum leaf blight.

4. LOW FERTlLIlY (Low Nitrogen) AND ACID-ALUMINUM TOXIC SOIl,S:

Objectives: - To dewlop cultivars suitable for marginal fanners (low
N) as well as in acid soils with AI toxicity.

a. Since drought tolerance 15 positively correlated with low Nitrogen, the drought
program will serve the need to develop suitable cultivars.

b. Cali (Colombia) may help in providing suitable acid soil tolerant gerrnplasm to A.R~1P

(CIM:MYT) for distribution and testing in the Region.

5. ASIAN CORN BORER.

• On going project between ARMP, India, and Philippines.

6. DISEASES.

On going projects: Downy mildew: India, Philippines. Thailand
Turcicum leaf blight: India, China.

New projects: Leaf and sheath blight: India, Vietnam, China, Philippines.
Southern leaf blight: India
Stalk rots: India.
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7. GRAIN QUALITY T HARVE T.:

• Semiflint/tlint grain and careful handling at post-harvest. No need to have a separate
project.

Session II: Suggested solutions to problems.

GROUP #5

PROBLE~I

1. DROlGHT

Plant lTaits:

Gennplasm: Early j:: 80D

Methodology:

2. WATER LOGGING

Plant trait:

Gerrnplasm (Early-Med ±90D)

Methodology:

SOLUTIONS

- Fasl growth of seedling
- Short grain filling period
- Good ASI

- Early maturity
- Available tropical/subtropical/temperate

ources
- Sources from private/public

- Yield with and without drought
- High density (25% higher)
- Selection of adequate location.

- Fast gennination
- Fast seedling development
- Recovery

- Private/public sector
- Tropical/subtropical available gennplasm
- Lowland and races from high flooding

areas.

- Creat water flooding
- Selected locations
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3. LO\-V SOIL FERTILITY

Plant trait:

Gennpla m (Early ~ Intermed. 90D)

Methodology :

4. GRAIN QVALITY

Plant traits:

Germplasm: (Trop. Late.± llOD)

lvlethodology

- Yield
- Balanced plant type
- Good root system
- Stay green

- TropicaL'subtropical
- From private companies land races,

public institutions.

- Selection of adequate location.
- Fertilizer h'eatmcnt
- High plant density

- Hard endospenn
- Tight husk
- Drooping ear
- Thin-cob (deep kernel)

- Available tolerant sources
- Selections from high rainfall areas.

- Management issue
- Harvest late
- Selection of adequate location.

Conclusions of plenary in session II.

In the Plenary of ession II following the "Identification of suggested solutions to
identified problems", the various alternative solutions and research projects identified by
the five groups were discussed.
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CONCLUSION OF PLE ARY IN SESSIO m.

Chainnan: A. S. Khehra
Secretary: A. Salazar
Reporteur: C. Chutkaew

In a final Plenary for Session ill, all partIcIpants submitted their views on
comparative advantage of institutions. research to be done. and ~ountries participating in
sO)'vlng each one of the various problems under the lead r. hip of one national
program/institution.

Conclusions achieved in the Plenary of Session ill were as follows:

1. RIGHT MI\TURITY \VITJI DROUGHT TOLERt\NCE:

a. GennpJasm: It was decided 10 give ;'Right ~'1aturily" the rank of o. 1 in irn
portance and drought NO.2. Both are closely related and should not be con
sidc;:red separate issues. It was agreed that earliness is an alternative solution to
the drought problem.

b. Introgression: should bring together all available gennplasm from different pro
grams.

c. Test new sources for gca, sea, general adaptation.

d. Improve these for various desirable characters.

A. FOT Early maturity (80-85 days)

l. Initiate activities with '2 genetically broad based e7'l.1ra early populations (white
and ydlow) being improved by ARMP through reciprocal recurrent selection.

B.For Late maturity

1. Initiate activities with 2 genetically broad based late populations (yellow and
white) being improved by ARMP through reciprocal reCUITent selection.

C. Collaborating countries

China India Indonesia Pakistan Philippines Thailand Vietnam

Early YeHow .j ..; ..; v v II v
Early White II .j J ,I v

Late Yellow ,I ,/ v' Y /
Late White / /
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It was concluded that heterotic populations being improved by ARMP can
be evaluated under no irrigated conditions as to be able to select best penonning
lines under drought stress.

D. Leading institution: ARMP.

2. EXCESS WATER:

A. Objectives: Develop new heterotic germpla m tolerant to waterlogging
conditions. Available germplasm: ARS, CJ1vflvfYT, commercial hybrids,
other gennpla m.

B. Collaborating cOWltries:

China India Indonesia Pakisilln Philippines Thailand Vietnam

Early Yellow -J I .j J ;
1/ ~

Early White J / j

Late Yello ,! \1 ~/
J,I

Late White ,;

C. Leading institution: Directorate of Maize Res., India, with active participa
ton of Thailand Vietnam and Pakistan.

The Nlaize Res. Directorate in India, is to get everybody I s best germ
plasm and evaluate them under waterlogging conditions. Superior ones are
to be ero sed to test rs to generate information on heterotic patters. Two to
four populations are to be developed and improved for waterlogging toleran e.
J. Lothrop is to provide full teclmical support to this project.

3. CORN BORER:

A. Objectives: Develop sources of com borer tolerant and heterotic geIIDpJasm.

B. Existing research programs: India, Philippine , Taiwan, CnvrMYT- exico
here various sources of tolerant gennplasm have been identified. It wa

reconunended that selection initiated by ARMP should continue in full part
nership with India and Philippines. China, Pakistan and Vietnam accepted
to join this proje t.

C. Leading institution: ARMP.
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4. DISEASES:

A. Objectives: Develop sources of resistance and heterotic germplasm against im
portant diseases in the Region. These are downy mildew (OM), banded
leaf and sheath blight, and talk rots.

B. Existing research programs: BLSB: China, lndia, Indonesia ARMP.
DM: India, Philippines, Thailand, ~fP.
Stalk rol'): India. ARMP.

C. Available gennplasm: In NAR " commelical hybrids, ARMP.

A network to improve various sources of germplasm for resistance to
Rhizoctonia leaf and sheath blight involving India and S. China was to continue
Philippines. Indone'ia and Vietnam expressed interest in joining the project. It was
said that Dr. Sangal Lal from India has one early white and one early yellow pop
ulations tolerant to Macrohomina, Cephal sponum and interest in getting samples
of these. ARMP was requested to improve tolerance to DM improved tolerance
to Drvl, stalk rots and leaf blight decrease in the eight populations they would
handled.

D. Leading institution: ARMP.

5. PROBLEM SOILS:

A. i. Low ft>rt.i1it)' (low nitrogt>D):
n. Existing research programs: Vietnam.

ill. Research issues:

Low fertility and drought tolerance were seen as desirable trait') particularly in
early materials. However, it wa agreed that research on drought and earliness (as
discussed in Point 1) hould be merged, but research on low fertility would compli
cate the selection if done simultaneou ly early maturity and drought. It was felt iliat
the low fertility problem would be better solved by good Ct\,1R than by germplasm
development. These discussions were mostly lead by Solution Group 5 (Singh et a/.).
At the end, it was suggested that a regional project should nol be implemented to solve
this problem.

B. Soil acidity:

i. Existing research programs: Philippines, Indone ia, Vietnam

u. Available germplasm: Experimental variety trials and other acid soil tolerant
gennplasm generated by CllvllvfYT-South American Regional Maize
Program.
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iii. Collaborating countrie : India (~Iocations), Vietnam, Indonesia, Thailand,
Philippines.

C. Leading institution: ARMP.

6. GRAIN QlALITY:

A. AflatOl.in contamination.

It was agreed this problem is to be solved through proper drying addre, sed
to post-harvest technologies. It is for NARS to continue mgoing projects in thi.
area of research. They w re encouraged to make information and selected genn
plasm m.ailabl to other countries in the Region.

B. Protein quality and high oil content.

1. These two characters were not identified as neither as problems nor 3. areas
where research was needed in the Plenary of Session I. However. due to

the interest of several countries was decided to initiate research on these:
topics al Regional level.

n. Available gc::rmplasm: QPM germpl.asm available from China, Ind.ia Jnd
CIMMYT.

w. Collaborating countries:

China India Philippines Thailand Vietnam

High oil
QPM

J
v

Available germplasm can be concentrated at the leading institution and dis
tributed to interested collaborating countries in regional evaluation trials
to identify good germplasm tor exchange. Selected ntries are later to be
crossed to heterotic testers and develop and improve a few heterotic
populations for each of the 2 characters Regional Collaborative Project.

lV. Leading institution: Kasetsart Univ., Thailand.

Others:

a. ClM1\.1YT was requested to hold a Hybrid Com Training Course for 10
days in early August 1995. Number of trainees will be limited to approx.
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20-25 persons.

h. Inc 6th ,\R\lP \\orkshop will be held in early October 1995 at Ludhiana,
India.

c. Lodging ft:. istance: India (Dr. A..'. Khehra) emphasized the need for
working on lodging resistance. He was encouraged to prepared a project
to be fmanciaUy supporred dt.:pending of available resources. Ludhiarut
will initiate a~li,,;ties on breeding for resistance to lodging and disseminate
materials to interested countries. Activitie. involve the improvement of
synthetics d<;;rived from Stiff Stalk S'nthetic (BSSS).. .

d. .\cdimatization of temperate gennplasm. Drs. N. I '. Singh and A. S. Khehra
brought the issue of using temperate gennplasrn to improve yield potential
of tropical maize. They. aw C~ll\IYT's help in tJUs project as crucial
becau. e of CTh1UYT's access to appropriate sites for acclimatiution in
in S..\merica. They were encouraged to prepare 3 project and Later look
look at possible way.;; to finance it.

e. Tropical ,\sian tvlaize mork. (TAMNET) 1995

A. meeting \vas called. by Dr. Charnnan Chulkaew. II \-vas wncluded
that the 1995 TA\Th.TT trials will have 15 pal1i~ipating \';ountrics, and
Cf.\,ThIYT. Trial will be plantt:d in 26 10l:-ations. The amount of seed
required will be 3 kg/entry to be delivered to Dr. Chamnan through FAO
pouch to F. O-Bangkok not lat r than _'ovember 30. 1994.
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